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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concerned with the problem of compound gas jets,
that is a gas jet embedded in a gaseous stream of finite width.
In all cases the gas Is presumed to be compressible, but the stream
and jet may be either subsonic or supersonic.
To make the problem tractable it is assumed that the pressure
difference between jet and stream is small so that, as a
consequence, the fluctuations of the jet boundary are small and the
method of small perturbations may be used to linearise both the
steady equations of motion and the boundary conditions of the
problem. Heat conduction and fluid viscosity are neglected.
The investigation of a subsonic jet of gas issuing from an
orifice into an infinite medium at rest has been undertaken bv
(1)(2)(3)(4)
several writers . This type of flow is characterised
by a monotonic structure in the jet and the contraction in the cross
section of the jet (vena contracta). Much attention has also been
given to the problem of a two-dimensional suaersonic gas jet
(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10)
Issuing into an infinite medium at rest , and to
(5)
an axially symmetrical jet issuing into an infinite region at rest
(ll)(12)
. This type of flow is characterised, for small excess
pressure in the jet, by a periodic (or almost periodic) structure
in the jet and the appearance of expansive and compressive waves.
The problem of a gas jet issuing into an infinite uniform
stream has, however, only recently been studied. That of a super¬
sonic jet which emerges into a subsonic stream has been considered
(13)
by Pai and that of a supersonic jet In a supersonic stream by
2.
(14) (15) (16)
Kawamura , Pack and Ehlers and Strand • The "boundary-
conditions of the problem discussed by Pai were not fully
specified, no account being taken of the fact that the disturbances
in the subsonic stream would spread upstream as well as down.
This omission in the boundary conditions meant that the solutions
obtained could only be valid far downstream of the Jet exit. This
(17)
fact was noted by Klunker and Harder who, without further
coranent, quoted a solution in integral equation form but made no
attempt to present the solution in an exact form.
While the present author was investigating this problem it
was suggested by Professor Pack that the solution might be obtained
by employing an analysis based on the Wiener-Hopf technique. On
carrying out the suggestion it was found that the technique
failed due to the appearance of a non-analytic function (of the
form fcj , where < is complex) in the analysis. This situation
arises whenever the Wloner-Hopf technique is applied to problems
in which the variable satisfies a Laplace type field equation
(i.e. the velocity potentialin the subsonic region in this problem).
It was found that there were two ways in which this difficulty
could be avoided. One way was to introduce some damping into the
flow in the subsonic region. The effect of the damping term was
to replace the non-analytic term by an analytic one (of the form
, where and is real). The problem was then
capable of solution by the Wiener-Hopf technique. Prom the
general solution, the damping effect would be removed by a limiting
3.
process and the solution to the original problem obtained. The
second way of avoiding the non-analytic term was to introduce
rigid walls and restrict the width of the outer subsonic stream.
It then appeared that all of the functions arising were analytic
and the problem was solved. The solution to the original problem
was obtained by letting the walls recede steadily to an infinite
distance. In this thesis the second method of approach to the
problem is adopted partly because of the simpler Wiener-Hopf type
equation which arises and partly because it was felt that the
compound jet had more practical significance than a flow with an
artificial damping effect.
After dealing with this problem of a supersonic jet embedded
in a subsonic flow it was found that the technique employed could
be easily modified to deal with other problems of compound gas
jets both in the two-dimensional and the axially symmetrical cases.
The first part of the thesis, consisting of Chapters I to IV,
deals with the two-dimensional problems and the second part,
consisting of Chapters V to VIII, with the axially symmetrical
problems. It is shown that in all cases it is possible to produce
solutions, in infinite series form, for the various regions of
flow, subject always to the restrictions and approximations of the
linearised theory.
Chapter I is concerned with the solution of the original
problem. It is shown there that the solution obtained by Pai is
just the asymptotic form of the general solution. The initial
4.
"behaviour of the jet "boundary and the ultimate jet width are
examined. It is found that the nature of the solution is
different according as a certain relationship "between the gas
constants, Mach numbers and widths of the streams is greater than,
equal to or less than unity. In particular for the case when
this relationship is unity it is shown that the solution leads to
large vdues of the perturbation velocities downstream of the jet
exit. This solution is inconsistent with the assumption of a
linearised theory. The case is compared in some detail with
(25)
another problem, discussed by Stoker , dealing with water waves
on the surface of a running stream. From the discussion it is
concluded that there is a breakdown in the assumption of a linear¬
ised theory for the critical value of the above relationship.
Chapter II deals with a supersonic jet embedded in a supersonic
stream and the results extend those already obtained by Pack. In
his problem Pack shows that there is a certain critical value of a
second relationship between the gas constants and the Mach numbers
of the streams for which the disturbances within the jet are all
transmitted through the jet boundary and none reflected. The
boundary of the jet expands to a certain width and then remains
constant thereafter. In this chapter, this case is examined for
various stream widths and it is shown exactly how the transition
is made frcan the flow v/ith an outer stream of finite width to that
of an outer stream of infinite width. Also in this chapter, the
general solution is obtained by the method of characteristics and
5.
the reflection and transmission coefficients found. The text is
illustrated with some diagrams.
The first part of the thesis concludes with Chapters III and
IV which deal with the problems of a subsonic jet embedded in a
supersonic stream and in a subsonic stream, respectively. A
discussion into the behaviour of the jet boundary far dovmstrean,
in each of the four problems, is given at the end of Chapter IV
where it is shown that the results obtained are in agreement with
those which can be predicted on physical grounds.
The solutions for the axially symmetrical compound jet problems
of Chapter V to VIII are found to be more complicated than those of
the corresponding two-dimensional solutions of Chapters I to IV
respectively but, nevertheless, the basic mathematical procedures
are shown to be identical. This follows from the similarity
between the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions appearing in
the two-dimensional problems and the combinations of Bessel
functions appearing in the axially syirmetrical problems. The form
of the solutions to the problems of Part II is similar to that of
the solutions of the corresponding problems of Part I but it is
shown that there are two fundamental differences. The first is
in the magnitudes of the displacements of the jet boundary and it
is shown, in the case of an infinite outer stream, that this
displacement in the axially symmetrical problems is one half of
that of the corresponding two-dimensional problems. The second
difference is in the appearance of discontinuities in the
6
velocity across the Maeh cones in the supersonic flow. ihen the
3et is supersonic these discontinuities culminate in an infinite
singularity at the vertex of the Mach cone. Some remarks are
made in the conclusions to Chapters V and VI concerning these
singularities and the focussing effect of axially symmetrical
flows.
At the end of the dissertation are collected, in appendix
form, results required for use in the various problems.
CHAPTER I
The flow of a supersonic two-dimensional gas .let
in a uniform subsonic flow
Formulation of the -problem and the general solution
The original investigation of the problem of a supersonic
jet flowing into an infinite subsonic stream was undertaken by
(13)
Pai who came to the conclusion that the flow pattern in the
supersonic jet was almost periodic# In the formulation of the
problem the boundary conditions were not fully specified, no
account being taken of the fact that the disturbance in the
subsonic stream would spread upstream as well as downstream.
The solution obtained by Pai was thus only valid far downstream
(17)
of the jet exit# This fact was noted by Klunker and Harder
who, in a comment on Pai's paper, indicated the correct
boundary conditions and derived the solution of the problem in
an integral equation form#
In this chapter the problem of a two-dimensional jet
issuing from an orifice into a finite subsonic stream will be
reconsidered and a solution in an exact form obtained by re¬
formulating the field equations and boundary conditions and
(18)(19)
making use of the Wiener-Hopf technique • The solution
obtained by Pai will be shown to be the asymptotic form of this
solution#
Suppose an ideal gas to pass through a straight v/alled
nozzle -Ji < % ~ < O and issue as a two-
8.
dimensional supersonic jet, in the region - ^ ^ ^ ^ ,
O < x < , into a subsonic stream of ideal gas, in the
region f which flows in the same
direction as the jet. The stream is bounded by rigid walls
at y = + H. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the flow
regions. The line y = 0 is a line of symmetry and hence it
is only necessary to consider the region ° •
4 if
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Let the suffix 1 refer to the jet and the suffix 2 to the
outer stream. The jet is a uniform parallel stream of gas, of
specific heat ratio , which has a velocity, in the nozzle,
of W1 with Mach number (■> 0 and density with pressure
Pi. Similarly the outer stream consists of a gas, with ratio
of specific heats ^z. , which has a velocity, in the undisturbed
9.
state, of Wa and density fx with pressure P2. In both media
heat conduction and viscosity are neglected and a steady state
assumed.
The pressure difference Pi - Pa is small compared with P1,
2.
P0 or fx >lVx and the variation of the two streams from their
original parallel flow is small so that the linearised theory
may be used.
The velocity potential in the jet and outer stream
respectively, may be written
= w,[x<4,ha>] iA*) = w*[* + $'
The functions <(-*■>%) and fxf*.%) will be called the perturb¬
ation potentials.
The boundary conditions are formed by using the following
conditions: that there is no flow over the jet boundary, that
there is no flow over either the rigid walls or the axis of
symmetry and that there is continuity in the pressure across
the jet boundary.
The condition for continuity in the direction of flow
across the jet boundary is given by
-lilt v = -k
using the approximations of the linearised theory. The
condition that there is no flow over the rigid walls is given
"by
io •
-it ^ it - O COv ~o><K< O (3)
and It - £> on u, s ff - «o d x <:-**<> , ( if)1) % > 6 >
The condition of symmetry is given by
c^f _ ^ - O -*> £ x £ ^o, « ^ =0,
Since P1 - Pa is small, it follows from the gas laws that
t ,l _ ^
0 fc/ at wCr v, /M,%
where a1 and 83 are the velocities of sound in the undisturbed




The pressure (pp and density (£j) in the jet are related by
Bernoulli's theorem which, with (1) and the approximations of
the linearised theory, has the form
W,1 H + *' _ a.
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p ^z7-' t
11.
Thus, the pressure in the jet is
7
while, from a similar argument, the pressure (P ) in the stream
s
is
rs = 7> - £* w,
1
3*
to the first order of small quantities.
The condition that there is continuity of pressure (P = P )
J s




? j ~ '
< = ~ *)where c rnr-
w».
(15)
This form of the condition was used by Pack •
The differential equations for the oerturbation velocities
J A ~ (20>
9( and fx are given, in the linearised form , by
th
_ a1 3*>, _ _
■J** ' "Jx1-
+ A1 _3113 if + ^ =
X x x
where p>, ~ M, - i and f^i. ~ I ~~ M*. ,
In order to apply the Wiener-Hopf technique to the
IS.
problem It is convenient to ret/rite the boundary conditions (2)
to (5) and the field equations (7) and (8) in a more compact
form* In the following work the suffixes 1 and 2 will,
therefore, be retained only where necessary# "'rite
<p ~ t*' ^ {*>*)
where the functions tit**#) and 4>~ (■*> %) are defined by
=tS ,r~*>0£ O (T- X <0
X o ,f x >0
and
,r- x <o .
The boundary conditions are then written
3 4>+ Ut £+o) 2xjj>f (x,l-o)
3^ 3^
— O
where -t — —-—,
KtMvl
IV
= o ; i'°)B4Ax,t+o) _ H-i*,*'0)2) ^ 3 U, '
3^ — U , (' /)
3 M*, tf-o)
2> y (' *)
2 $+U,£*to) f- &$+U,k-o)
k ~ a; ~ £ » <l3)
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The first step in the solution of the problem is to apply
the x-Fourier transform theorem to the equations (9) to (15).
















It is necessary to examine the convergence of the Fourier
integrals and this will he undertaken in the discussion of the
problem. For the present, the convergence is assumed and the
Fourier transform theorem applied to the various equations.
The field equation(14) is transformed into the equation
•+ 04 /ft 4> = O
The solution of the transformed equation (16) is
(f> lei, =- ft Co S Sm




When the transform is applied to the "boundary condition (11)
it give,
» o (id
and it follows that the function B is zero, so that the
solution for <? # in the supersonic region, has the forta
4>U,%) ~ $+(*,%) fcij
where o -4 ^ ^ £~~O .
In like manner the transform theorem may be applied to the
field equation <15) and the "boundary condition (12) to give the
equations _
^ j\ _ £) (2o)
/ V. , V /
^ t (oC ti-o) _ q
The appropriate solution for <p in the subsonic region has the
form
= c**A (Z2.)
where -£t0 < ^ ^ff-o
The Fourier transform theorem is applied to the boundary
conditions (9) and (10) to yield the following equations.
4 j±(u, £i°)— 3 <?+(•*, <-°) = .
^ ,
d 4>-U,£tt>) _ ££. (*y-o)_ ^
15
The transform theorem applied to (13) gives the result
7 ,., *17 t-PA-* r
The perturbation potentials f, and 4>i. may "be chosen such
that ^to) and are "both zero* If this is done
the above equation becomes
4>^l^f<ro) - -t* <£+ (*1 ~ o^Jzir
The boundary conditions (23) and (24) are used first in
(19) to determine ftl**-) and to give the solution
— / oiy-jj K
where O i j $ k~0 # and second, in (22) to determine C(K]





The equations (26) and (27) now satisfy the final boundary








This may be re-written
_ h.U,<) , {»»)
clm
where K/^) — cJli. — m cJl~ <x.j\A. , Li4)
* =, ejK> M
A' K, Nj1 /S,
L — H - -ft , (i/)
v^/]= , (")
^ /:-M= *[iu,eo) (»)
The equation (28) is of the Wiener-Hopf kind and it is
necessary to determine whether the terms can be rearranged in
such a manner that one side of the equation is analytic in an
upper half of the complex «- -plane, whilst the other side is
analytic in an overlapping lower half-plane and both sides
analytic in the common strip. This rearrangement may be
performed after investigation of the regions of analyticity
of the functions j K(<-) } '/**- and i-UA
of equation (28).
The basic theorem used in this investigation is the
(19 Pg 23)
following : If f(x) is a continuous_function of x
and I ^*)| fie/'* as x , then M ~





I n\J ^*K as x ~t> ~-o f then ~ \Jln
is regular for d >n * </<+ •




K N ~ 'y
The perturbation velocity, and hence must be
bounded as x + 00 and, if it is assumed integrable for a
finite range of values of x it is integrable for an infinite
range of values and it follows that ^ (<*, &.) exists and is
analytic in a region o >i > O •
Next, the function (k is given by










(p- t o) L*o) - 4- i°, £-°)l
The last term is zero if the perturbation potentials are chosen
so that 4-^t0) are both zero#
This choice, together v/ith the fact that 4*1.0, and
(ju/o, £-o) are already chosen as zero, means that 4(1°,ft)
13.
and are zero.
Due to the nature of supersonic flow, j lB
Q jc
zero and the second integral in Ivanishes. Further,
in the region -£*0 ^ ^ ; as x -*> - ^ then ^- tx, £p)
/iTTir/y3ii _
is asymptotic to d, ^ € , This
is tantamount to the statement that the asymptotic form is the
"bounded solution of (15) which would have been obtained, as
oc -£> ~ ^ , if the rigid wall at y » h extended to positive
infinity. The function £-(•*■,&) therefore exists and
defines a function of <*. which is regular in the half plane
< n/fixL,
/ t





is analytic in the region 3 »"*. <*. > (there being a simple
pole at * ~ c ).
Finally there remains the discussion of the function K/«=<•)
defined by (29). It is evident that this function has poles on
both the real and imaginary axes, the latter being situated at
the zeros of 'to-* A O # function Ki*-) is
certainly analytic In the region O < J m * < ir/fh.i #
Suppose now that N*-) can be factorlsed and written
where KW*-) is analytic and
free of zeros in the upper half plane 3 m <a > O and
is analytic and free of zeros in the lower half plane
3j-a cl "C ^ where f is a positive real constant
19.
to be determined later. (See after equation (58).)





The left side of equation (34) is analytic in the upper half
plane, the second tern on the right side is analytic in the
overlapping lower half plane and the first term on the right
side is analytic in the common strip. However, this term may
be decomposed into two terms each analytic in the appropriate




In (35), the first term on the right side contains a pole at
— O and iS regular in the region ^ ^ ^ O v/hilst
the second term on the right side does not contain a pole and
is regular in the lov/er half plane 6 * * < ^ •
Combine (34) with (35) and rearrange to give
ji?. Sin
_ lljuui-KM] _ (2&)
oc. /±Ti
The left side of equation (36) is analytic in the upper half
plane 5 ^ ± >0 the right side is analytic in the lower
half plane 3 h < <L f and both sides are analytic in
2q«
the carmen strip* Thus it follows that one side of (36) is
the analytical continuation of the other* The two sides of
(36) are therefore "both equal to an integral function .
This gives tv/o equations, namely
j*jjv0__ _ * K-(o) + en
P <*• Kit*) Ki (< )
and
_ (SU)
(fTn) -c Ktl«) /fTU)
Once the Integral function t^) has "been determined these
two equations may "be used to find the inverse transforms of
q>t /«* <) and &-(<<, h, and, in fact, to find the
perturbation potentials in the different regions of flow of the
problem*
The formal evaluation of the function k(«) is carried
out by investigating the order of growth, as
in the appropriate half plane, of each side of equation (36)
and then making appeal to an extended form of Liouville's
theorem, it being arranged that both sides of (36) are of
algebraical growth at infinity. However, without this formal
process, it is possible to show that the integral function
must be zero* For, from equation (6), it is noted that £ is
zero when P, - Pl and for this case there will be neither
contraction nor expansion of the jet "boundary and so
O <£. x C 00 will be zero. This implies that
is also zero and thus, from (37), it is seen that




In the subsequent analysis, the equation (59) is used to
determine the perturbation potentials. It may be noted that
equation (58) could also be used to determine the potentials,
but that it is sufficient to deal only with (39). In addition
to the perturbation potentials it is useful to examine the
displacement of the jet boundary. The equation of the jet
boundary is written in the form
With £L*-) talcen as zero (3?) reduces to
U,Z) _ £ K-lo) (39;
Qxir)
y, = &[_ I r &*)] ? C-U) - OU) ^ O < x .O < X (4 °)
The gradient of the boundary is thus '(*) and hence
3 <t>+(x,*) (hi)
22.
using the approximation of the linearised theory. The Fourier
transform theorem may he applied to (41) to give the transform
I2fa) # of the function i'fa) , in the form
- = if'M' =*+(",*) «»
The working is simplified "by a change of variable and to
this end the following transformations are introduced
£ ^ c<p>t4L ; 4 - fa L/p> * )
A - x//h, K } u>4 (*, ~ jfar t
fa)
and
fix) ~ -i ( f-, pi Fit)/i/i3"
Cx,f) = £ PlL~<»V
In (44), the function will frequently be called
the perturbation potential.
It follows that
v+tfay) ~ fa fa , (^s-J
and




= ~ Q.(o)/teUi) ) (ki)
jl\) = - o-io/YQ4i) ( (w)
GL(\) ~ &+(■$)/Q-li)= Oiflt-
and the strip of analyticity of Qis) in the $ -plane is
0<- < t * where 1 L ~ f is a real positive
constant yet to "be determined.
It is necessary to investigate the factorisation of the
function Q(-t) • Now,
<aft) - Qdt)/a~LD
~ f - m y[ /^}
and it may he shown that all the zeros of the numerator
£ (-^} — no. ^ jj lie on the real and imaginary axes
of the J -plane (see Appendix 1). Write £ - cr+xT .
The real roots of 1 ~ lK La* *^ ~~ ^ are given "by
t -O and \ - ± where nli <- ^~k. <C(2*'tl)7r/z
and n = 0,1,2... if l*-lc>( and n a 1,2... if < ( •
The imaginary roots of ~ ^ & \ — O are given
by £ = O and t - ^TK , where Atf ^ ?"n. < ^nti)V2
and n » 1,2,3.#• if /*/<:>( and n s 0,1,2,3... if .
In the critical case when mk a 1 the function[ht*$ ~ tn U*£&t]
has a triple zero at the origin and the other zeros are given
24.
by * = -t ^ and ^ = /ir. with n s 1,2,3.»••
It may "be noted (for all vines of mic) that for large vines of n
and
<51 (-lTT r ©
•fc 'v a ii -f .jp
where © ~ cW , 4) ~ i~An~'(J/and so = 272 .
The zeros of hx* ^ and * &} are 1 - t n-TT and
-fc X - t -Z rvii" respectively, where n » 0,1,2... It follows
that all the poles and zeros of <3 ) are known and that
Q [ t) may "be expanded in an infinite product form by use of
(21)
the factor theorem of Weierstrass • The expansion is
different according as k'c ">( , (H£ =./ or < I •
Consider first the case of Kfc > I • The function Q($)
is written





and the factorisation into the form QtCi) jO-( 5) gives
the following results#
oo







( i v'lch( /_e e 7 en)
TwH v /and Q-(l) - II t.j ^ .at
CM r.)e w
The insertion of the exponential terms in (51) and (52) $z<e is
necessary to ensure the absolute convergence of the product
(21 Pg32)
functions • The choice of these terms is not unique
and, in fact, the natural choice might well have been,







If 'Q-(s) had been written thus, then it would be
found to be of exponential order as I tl ^ instead of
the required algebraical order. This would not create any
major difficulty since an exponential term could always be
inserted into ^ and into QT [ t) J on
factorising Q(£)
written
The functions would, in fact, then be
Q+li) -
(h *£) C







The unknown function would then he determined by
using the fact that Qt (£) are to he of algebraic growth
at infinity. The introduction of is avoided hy
using the exponential functions given in equations (51) and
(52). The factorisation of has been formed in
such a way that the function QtL$) is analytic (and free
of zeros) in the upper half plane >0 and the
function Q~(l) is analytic (and free of zeros) in the
overlapping half plane 3 m ^ < ,T/^ •
Consider second the case /wk < / • In this case the
factor theorem leads to
oo
Qm = ('—'■)('+&)_ 1/ ^ (1 It-} (i-j)
" U <"S£J U-&)
so that the factorisation is in the fora
27.
The function is analytic (and free of zeros) in the
upper half plane Ji* £ > ° and Q^(l) is analytic (and free
of zeros) in the lower half plane 3/*]" < y-0 •
Consider last the case mk « 1 • The factor theorem
leads to
0Q
(h^)i 7T i ' (>£)i
I
1 ^ ||01 ('-&)
m = \ — (*>











(_ ' t (V,t / € 6>~#)
/. 1>\t 1 T rj « ,v"
•The function Q+(.5^ is analytic (and free of zeros) in the
upper half plane ^ i~ $ >0 and Q-^j is analytic
(and free of zeros) in the lower half plane ^ '
28 ♦
For any value of mk it is noted that is
analytic and non-zero in an upper half plane while O-Ci) is
analytic and non-zero in an overlapping lower half plane and that
&(>) is analytic in the common strip O U 3/^ K £ where
it is sufficient to take £ - T0 (_ Q £ , This
i
determines the vaLue of the constant and hence of
f ~ • The solution of the problem will "be
considered in each of the three cases \Uc >( , <klc — I and
in /c ( •
The function C$ Uj defined by equation (4?) may be
written, by using (49), in the form
]/ (y -f) — — ' &)
5(c*tkQ -nxctft) a-a)
where is given by equation (52) it being noted that
a~(o) - i
In like manner the transform of the ;jet boundary
displacement, given by (48), may be written
p CD - - - (&°)
VLcM** - ^ cA'l) Q-ti)
The perturbation potential 0 may be found as follows.
Prco (43) the transform of 0(x,y) is given by
^ZTi
29.
and thus, from (26), (52) and (4o),
-V+ 0, •&)ifn ? *•« j
for the region O 4 ^ ^ i. ~ 0 ,
The inverse transform theorem may "be applied to yield
r
\fui
e 5 CooC*-?) d]
«/c
1
Oi % i <-ol
(H)
where C is a path drawn from — ^ to r ^
.(
in the strip
0 < ; * Likewise use the equations (27), (32) and
(45) to calculate
fl\ cU (£j(>r)Aj \j^t\,-L)
f>l ^








ia tO ^ ^ ^ H ~ O _
The path 0 of integration may he closed "by an infinite semi¬
circle in either the upper or lower half planes. The semicircle
is drawn to pass "between the poles of the integrands on "both
30
axes and it may "be shown, due to the growth of v* is.t) .
that this is a valid closure of the contour and that the
contribution from the semicircle is zero. Thus the integrals
(61) and (62) may "be evaluated using the Gauchy residue theorem.
Consider the supersonic region. The contour C of (61)
may "be closed by a semicircle in the upper half Diane. Write











T ~ /? s in. o and si>C 6?
/!( —> then I Vf I ~ ^ ("/?"'*?■) ~ where
o < % ^ 'z. (3ee Appendix Z) and hence the integrand tahen
round the infinite semicircle vanishes if
it £h.
- o
o coo 7" + °°
that is, if tr + */a. - i < o ,
Now the integrand of (61) has no poles in the region
so that if the contour is closed in the upper half plane the
contribution to the residue is zero. It follows that
(and hence 0(x,y) ) is zero in the region given by
6" #7* - t <0 , O ^3- ^ ~ o . m terms of the
original variables, 0(x,y) is zero in the region yA~t-x/ji<<0)
31.
0 ^ ^ ^ -ft - Q ; and this shows that there is no disturbance
in the supersonic Jet upstream of the leading characteristic
from the edge of the orifice. This result is as expected in e
supersonic flov.
When the contour is closed by an infinite semicircle in
the lower half plane, the function t O ^ ^ 0 j
downstream of the leading characteristic is given by evaluating
the residues at the poles of the integrand of (61) in this half
plane#
Consider the subsonic region. The contour C may be
closed by an infinite semicircle in the upper or in the lower
half plane# Closure in the lower half plane provides the
solution for ^ fr) in the region O < (r < f ,
^ -> ^ ft " ® i from the sum of the residues at the poles
of the integrand of (62) in this half plane. Similarly the
contribution to the solution of ^ %) in the region
— oo < t~ ^ O , ^ ^ H- - O , comes from the sum
of the residues at the poles on the positive imaginary axis of
the -plane, the path C being closed in the upper half plane.
This latter contribution is not zero indicating that a
disturbance has spread upstream in the subsonic region. Again,
a result as expected on physical grounds*
Thus the function ^ » and hence the perturbation
potential can be found in the form of an infinite
series.
32.
2* The solutions for the ca3e />xfc 1 .
The problem of a jet in an infinite streazr^ discussed by
Pal(is included in this case by letting k tend to infinity.
The perturbation velocities in the various regions of flow and
the fluctuations of the jet boundary are found in Sections 2.1,
2.2 and 2.3. Comparisons are drawn in 2.4 between the
asymptotic form of the solution and the results obtained by Pai.
2.1 The supersonic region
The function ^$> &■) defined by (59) has simple poles
I - ± ^ > $=*<?> ) $ ~ " a Tr
where r « 1,2,3... The denominator of the integrand (61)
has a zero of order 2 at £ ~ O and simple zeros at
^ - t r ii where r a 1,2,3....
If the contour of integration be closed in the lower half
plane 3 ^ 1 — C » the contour encloses the poles
1 * O ? ]"= t i = * rTT , $ = - ">r- ( \ = t <r,




in the region 6 + 0 < ^ ^ ^-0
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This may "be rewritten
■UdM= /?, T ^ T 'g3
Vli
where '?t is the sum of the residues at the poles
is the sum of the residues at the poles 1=*^. } t <rr^
is the sum of the residues at the poles ~ ^ Tr- .
and r as 1,2,3...
The residue at the double pole 1 - O is the coefficient
of the term in the expansion of the integrand of (63).











ana, since /°) ~ / # it follows that
oo
Q-'fo) -
■£ (~£ fn — ruTT)
l\ Ti i IX
and this Is not zero. On recalling the fact that




Finally, £ n* & 311(1 30 (o) ~ -t C, where
I
0< C i < ^ Further differentiation shows that
(*), \
(2- » °l , where r a 2,3,4..*^ is non-zero.
The expansion of the integrand of (63) may then he written
(/ -at rod')] [irO(S')]
rr' t to( ti)j [ 11 t0id]
The residue at the pole ^ - O is L ^ ^
(l-mtj
The residue at the pole V - V- II is
e cW^M)Vr «-Tf
which is zero due to the presence of the product function
6K)
2 \
Jl(l~ */n " / in the numerator of Vf , %>) (jsee
I
equations (47) and (51)3* The term i<, is thus
. r # 7
V L I - 6 J
The term is given "by
r Vcvl* -( f
— <"] Cwjfry/A) € —-e [0-MjPi =£
V-0 I
<S> £ 1c <: <*t>-C c A. <C(Tr — ht twee1 <S>1
35 •
^ Cos [<?*%/&) [ S(n Sxt + 6y Coo (Trt J
-i CTy1 S"V <Ty. — rn <?>
and the term /?3 is given "by
„ , /• € Oo^ki^fl-k) I &-[-i T-r)J
'(3■3
y~-1
?V^ SCAX. 7"r -£ c^K>ec1 left. - in Ooo&ejt Trj
where dT ~ 2. /?e £Q~(~^r)J and ^ ~ ^
and is given by (52)• It is noted that O-Lt)
and Q_£-l) are complex conjugate functions.
In terms of the original spatial coordinates, x and y,
the solution is given "by adding the terms /?, , and I?3





t j^2 fti -A (|n£-t) |n<c~(
+ ^ L Sink<rr/fiA) *^" r CW CX **/PiA-)]
r^0 5>l- rf> Cvoecf^ {c<rr — m- <ry j
■e ooA^7!^) L Q-["ifr)]
I"*4 Sl/lX. ?y OOO^C1 — TV. OOO&C^A. J">
in the region
O ^<£-0 , *//*( >0,
36.
Since there are no poles in the upper half $ -plane then
yd _ Q fa)
i&fz.
in the region } •*/'/*< - £ < 0 ,
2.2 The subsonic region
The integrand of equation (62) has poles in the lower half
plane given at - O » Is £ , $ = ~^ ^
and I" - t <rr and in the upper half plane at £ = + i-rn/fc ,
where r = 1,2,3... Proceed as above for the supersonic
region. With the contour closed in the lower half plane the
■it c, I
mk-l * * tlie
residues at the poles \ - ± <n> and 1" -= x have




<Tf S i'n-H "/c {c <Tr — /l "v. 6-0-0 -e-c.1
r-o
Also, the residue at j" = 4 Tlr is
30
_ *2r - _,
__ l c*o [rTMH~*)/Ll I ( Q-(--»•><)]
L ^ Ooec^A^v — Qo^ccJ\. tr
r- t
whilst the residue at ^ -~irTr/£ j_s Zero because of the
presence of the factor ( ' - nTt) on the numerator of
v,a,o ( see equations (47) and (51)).
With the closure of the contour in the upper half plane
the contribution to the integral (62) arises from the poles at
37.
\ /-k t The sum of the residues at these poles is
-ri7t//coo
C^>[tii Lh~%)/l] \/f (i-r?T//C ; -A )
■irTf co-o-flT
Thus, in terms of the original variables the solution of
the potential j6(x,y) in the subsonic region is
* C,
-fLp>, Cm&-') f 0*6-1)
X>
OiyyA [
L_ (Tf1 Sen A /ctfy
o
Ar Sin(x*>/pt*) f C*o(x<r,//S,A)
-/c fc(Tr — fix c^><^L <Tr J
oo
I
7 ~-*-Tr/P'& r 1
e C-pq[rf {c(h~$)/lj
-I
y Sin 1cry ^ C^c€cZ ~ m ^zA 7v
in the region oc > O ? £ t 0 < ^ // <9 f and
__ _£ Gtrz[ftitii- *)/l] Vr {i+Tijic > a)
^L< ^/T (~/}Tt<
in the region ?c<0 +£ + i H-O .
2.3 The behaviour of the ,1et boundary
The behaviour of the jet boundary may be examined by




[ c^rirk — m art f] Q«.(.})
where 3-(.5) is given "by (52), in the case 7m^>| , it
being noted that 3-(°) ^ < •
It follows that
n




J" ^ /n C-W" ^ ; ol-L\)
JC
in which the integrand has simple poles at $ ~ 0 ,
t- ±<Tr and 1 = - * hr where r « 1,2,3....
If it is required, the general solution of F(t) , and
hence of f(x) , can be calculated by evaluating the residues
at the poles of the integrand in (69). However, particular
interest is attached to the initial slope of the jet boundary
and to the ultimate width of the jet. These end solutions may
now be considered.
The ultimate width of the jet is found by calculating the
limiting value of f(x) as x and this is given by
the asymptotic solution of (69) when the contour is closed in
the lower half plane. The asymptotic form of f(t) is given
by the contribution to the residues from the poles with the
(22 Pg W )
greatest imaginary part • These poles are simply
39.
■ $ - O ; I ~~ t <r0 and 1 = i o .
Near £ - o tlie integrand of (69) has the Taylor
expansion
[I-ill-r oil-)J
which may "be rewritten
[i-at i 0(^)7
If note he made of the sense of description of the contour it
will "be found that the contribution from the pole at the origin
is
^ fc fxrT
( Jv\ jc — / ) ,
The contribution which arises from the poles \ - Z ^
r « 0,1,2,3*.. lead, as before, to terms in Si'rv <r<t and
Coo <rT t.
From (44), the asymptotic solution for f(x) is then given by
The ftuctua kions ate not periodic ^ because of the
location of the roots <fr , but when k is large the roots
are very nearly given by f rTT f tax"'m] and the functions
40 •
(23)
are then almost periodic • The conclusion drawn is that,
far downstream, the width of the jet "boundary fluctuates about
a mean value -K\_ \ tf- /) j and, when k is
large, this approximates to "*-/./ £fi'P*/fn] • This
indicates that in the over pressure case Ch, > PL) when
£ >0 , there is a small overall increase in the jet width
and in the under-pressure case when £ < C there is an overall
decrease in the jet width. Note that when both pressures
and P*. are the same there is no movement of the jet boundary.
The estimate of F(t) near the orifice is found by taking
the inverse transform of the asymptotic form of P C^) •
Now
P (t) = —
$ G+U)
and the asymptotic form for large |^| may be obtained as is
shown in Appendix 2. By using the Stirling expansion formulae
for the various Gamma functions which appear in the expression
Q+ it) it may be shown that
C?tU) - A l1/ <?'
and that _ . . * a *r2
F it) A/ - e / n 1
where l$l^ < f' and A is real positive constant.
(24 Pg W )
By a Tauberian type theorem of inverse transform theory
the asymptotic form for F(t) as kr ~*> 0 + can be implied




after noting that / tends to infinity in the lov/er half
plane and taking the sense of description of the contour into
account# Thus
f=lt) /v -i e>
where 6 is a real positive constant. With use of the
transformations (43) and (44) this is equivalent to
x.) ^ <? C2 x.^ x s x. —p O +
where Ct is a positive real constant.
The number q is constant for any given value of the function
tn p>t j and lies in the range O < \ »
thus, initially, (for > I ) the jet boundary expands (when
£ > o ) and the slope of the boundary lies between the two
limiting curves f(x) = 0(x) and f(x) = O(x^) • The slope
of the jet is zero at the orifice and increases initially like
the curve y « Q(x^).
2.4 Comparison with the solution obtained b.v S.I. Pai
At the beginning of the chapter it was observed that the
solution to the problem of a supersonic jet emitting into an
(13)
infinite subsonic stream was attempted by Pai , but that in




formulating the problem certain "boundary conditions were omitted.
In consequence, the solution that he obtained could only be
valid far downstream of the jet exit. It has not been found
possible to start from the solutions of the present problem,
namely equations (65) to (68), and proceed to the limit as
and so provide the correct solutions for the case of an infinite
subsonic stream but, nevertheless, it may be shown that the
solutions obtained by Pai are the asymptotic forms of the
solutions (65) and (67)•
Start with the equation (65) which gives the potential
inside the supersonic jet downstream of the jet exit,
Hx'fl
_ •£* I, £
CO
y OOP (c-r'j/A) r Ar (x<rf(fi,A) -f- jlr [xG-y-/
[__J <T/1 Sin, i ic O*o e^c-A*"£ <S> — /r>_
•rso
0,0 -W/U r
e ooXfTVjj/Aj [(5- •
Tf ?> L C {cCo~oa<.x /cTv — n\ o*-,jec^1TrJ
r-i
O ^ ^ ^ A-0 > a/ft -fj, - ~A > O }
and consider the terms as x -h>+<*? ,
The first term tends to infinity with x but simply
signifies a steady component, parallel to the jet axis, of the
43.
perturbation velocity. The fourth term tends to zero due to
_ Trx/p, -A
the presence of the exponential term -e. • The
second term is constant and does not affect tne state of flow,
whilst the third term provides the oscillatory terms far down¬
stream. It is recalled that (n = 6,1,2,3,...) are the
real solutions of the equation ^"ArL I ~~ fcj =■
As k (and hence the outer stream width) tends to infinity the
roots rapidly approximate to the roots of t<xn j - m.
and so crn —(nTT where © - m. . Also, use
may be made of the identity 1c <rr = m cA~ <rr to give a
reduction of the expression i 1c — nv c^c^s-r]
which appears in the above equation. For large values of k,
[1c Ooo-ecjl' <^r — tru Oooe^syJ
— 1k (In'1 Ot/t (fr ■*- I ) — rn- C 1 <5> j
— —St c <fk <s> - i/m t
It may be noted that this expression is independent of k.
Finally, as x 00
OO
r - 0
where O < & < and ; C are coefficients
dependent on and defined by (64).
The solution (72) is identical with the solution obtained
by Pai except for the first term which does not appear in his
solution. However, this is accounted for by the fact that in
4r4r.
equation (l) the supersonic velocity ■ ( is defined as the
velocity in the undisturbed jet whereas the equivalent velocity
in Pai*s analysis is taken as the mean velocity in the jet
where the pressure in the jet is equal to the pressure of the
undisturbed uniform (outer) stream.
Let <21 and #2 be the speeds of sound in the jet and
outer stream respectively. To a first approximation
€2. Y2.
£ w.2 / >s, «,2J iv.y^£•1 a*1
and hence
Vi M,1
Further, to the same approximation, the pressure Pj in the
jet is given by
and this is equal to the pressure Ru of the undisturbed
outer stream when
a 12, £ ^2
M





This is simply the extra term in the differentiated form
(13 Eq. 12)
of equation (72). Thus the solution given "by Pai
is the asymptotic form of the present solution as the outer
stream width tends to infinity.
In like fashion an examination can "be made of the
asymptotic solution, for the case , of the perturbation
potential in the subsonic stream and compared with the solution
given by Pai.
Start with equation (67)
x ct
£ -£-p>i L -<) (h & i)
oo
+ > f\r Sm(xrr/fit) 13,r
Ls <?<- So", & A <*>
^ -V-TrljWL
V ^ Cm[Tr&(il~x)A]
Li "fr* A ?y
/c ih — m Coo-c*?- <»r
I GM-Vr,)]
-i
■ic |c7"r — n\ rr A
-&.*€> < cp rft
and consider the terms as
As in the supersonic region, the first term indicates a constant
steady component of the perturbation velocity, the fourth terra
tends exponentially to zero the second term is a constant whilst
the third term leads to the form of solution as given by Pai.





7v J^i (n» ^ ~ ()
fc <ryL <rx siA£ 6
fir Si\lxe>/fi<<) -t
ic C64 1ic 6~f — K Cox*-"1 f
46.
How let the outer stream width tend to Infinity# This is
achieved "by making f{-~p<x> whilst h is held fixed. Since




^ P 6"V y3j. £ /f—A.) 7t fit -A J
>-h
= € e "** e €
e e — e e
where X ^ A/,h ■
As H tends to infinity, the above expression in y tends
- \L%~0
towards •£
As before, the term C fc o*o«£ {c<srr— m Ooo^^rj
independent of k as ^ *° and <r> ^ -+ &.
It may be noted that the steady component of the perturbation
/
__
velocity in the stream is tCfiTC^fc-1) and that this tends
to zero as 00 • Thus, for the case of an infinite
subsonic stream, the solution far downstream (oc -v ■+"<>) is
given by
o
where ft in. and /3za are constants
dependent on and & a
47.
(13 Eqn.15)
The solution (74) is identical with that given by Pai
The solution far upstream, in the subsonic case, is provided by
equation (68) and it is sufficient to observe that the solution
vanishes exponentially as %. ~"*■ — 00 •
Thus it is shown that the solutions given by Pai can only
hold true far away from the jet exit the complete general
solution being provided by equations (65)-(68) for the case ■£-*«»,
The solutions for the case /,J<- ^ 1 .
This case provides a solution which differs from the
preceding one in certain respects. The chief difference is due
to the location of the roots of the expression La.*} - m l«>\& Q-O
This equation does not now have the real roots t <n, where
0 < <rb < "/2. but has instead two imaginary roots
where O < 1&7b < V 2. , This, modifies the factorisation
of Olit) and hence the representation of and Q-(l)
which in turn leads to a different evaluation of the contour
integrals. Again, the new factorisation alters the order of
the functions <3+ (t) and &-($) at infinity (see Appendix
2) and, in consequence, it will be seen that this amends the
initial jet slope.
The modified potential function is to be
evaluated, as before, from the integrals (SI) and (62), which
may be rewritten
p
e of-o C *j/&)








Sm-& £5 (C<A~(i h\ o<fh J"^ Q~l$)
-ito £ £ 4 /f-o
where C is a path drawn from — to t ^ in the strip
of analyticity O < | h0) .
As in the previous case for tJc > ( it may "be shown by closing
the contour C, in (61), by an infinite semicircle in the upper
half plane, that the function is zero upstream of the leading
characteristic t <- ^ 0 , O <^ C O , it being
noted that, in this case, Vt Cl,£) - j , o < £ < k.
where J$l ~ /? -e> .
3*1 The supersonic region
The solution in this region may be examined in some detail.
The integrand of equation (61) has a double pole at } ,
and simple poles at t ~ - a * I*
and \ = where r = 1,2,3... When the contour is
closed by an infinite semicircle in the lower half plane the
contributions to arise from the residues of the
integrand of (61) at these poles. Adopt the procedure of the
previous cose and write
^a-
where Ry is the sum of the residues at the poles l~0Jtr7i)
is the sum of the residues at the poles
49.
and ia the sum of the residues at the poles - ~i-Tr
where r s 1,2,3..*
The residue at the double pole i ~ o is the coefficient of
. ^
term in J in the Taylor's expansion of the integrand of (61).
This residue differs from that of the similar term of the
previous case because of the different way in which




and hence, since Q- 1°) -O , it follows that
■i O - n-ir) • R
- - 7„ f 4—= '
where B, — £, ~~ 'l^o and O ^ ^ 2-
The expansion of the integrand of equation (61) is then written
[i-at- foai)J r 11 oLV)J [ 1 - i a, )■ t oty)]
1 t-oCSVj!
The contribution to the residues from the poles $ - t rTi ia
still zero and so it follows that the term u, is
-i& (* + B,)
(_ J — m ) t








q ; V 1 Ooo i) [ fhp Sl~ g>/~ ~t~ Hr cvo cry 2~J





II ■— - ^\ e cwA(rr$/A) LQ-l-iTf)J
Z—^ (y Sti<C l"r. ic C^o-tt.X 7c7y — /i\ Tr
r-O
Where — 2 £ e (_ and /2v ~ 2 jm
and & - is given by the equation (55)*
The final expression for SKX'3^ in the region of the
supersonic jet for the case jh & < j is then given "by adding
the terms /?, and and applying the transformation
(43)* Thus
%)
__ ■£ (.1C+ Z, f>, ■&)
S -A-fix p, 4 ( / - r* £)
^0
•f. Oo/gv #-/-A) £ ftf S(n (ic -p gr c+oLx<rrffit a)
<Pr s<-ry <ry ^ OvvcoAX*r — nx c*o-e<,*~ /Tr J
-7r*//i£
^CTr%/-f\.) L 6L^--J"?V)J
y;g y~f * S <■* &■ (r. C ic lc 7-r in COOt^JL 7>J (7^
51.
in theregion O ^ ^ ^ K ~ O ? x//^f pf ^
8113 >&*■)/«**. = o
in the region o ^ ^ O ? n/j*i -tg - AL <■ O.
It may "be noted that although the same notation is used in
(75) as in (65), the actual position of the roots 6> and -tTV-
are different according as m/c /n£ —( or h/c < I .
In fact, if the roots were designated <*">' , Tr' for the
case in-tc>i j <pr" yr" for the case ink: = 1 ; and
Tr"( for the case /h /c < ( it may easily "be shown that
d>' cTr" > <ri~'U and Tr1 <" TV-'* < >y" i however, for large
values of r the roots <s> and are asymptotic to
-rff t ^ and ^ <T -t- C1/m) respectively. For a
theoretical discussion it is not necessary to retain the primes.
3,/c
It may also he noted that the term — which
fii A c)
appears in (75) is a constant and does not affect the flow.
3.2 The subsonic region
In this region the solution is obtained from (62) in which
the integrand has poles in the lower half plane at £ ~ ^,
£ - - *ViT/^ ^ ^ - ± <s> ? $ ~ - a y0 and t ^ 'v'rr ;
and In the upper half plane at ^ ~where r » 1,2,3...
Proceed as already Indicated in the previous evaluations, and
the solution is found to be
52
= _ 6C /3, A)
<K)
[<rf Sc(H~ t)/i] r*r (kk/^a) f &fcr»(*6r/M)]
J j. ^ Scn^ ^c<3> l_H otK>^Ll^<5> — c^^\<sv]
^ V- 1~r /p>l &. ^
€ u-zk>[{c>t-IH~^)/i.j f (~ i Ty)]
(S-1 S ( w tc 7v /_ ^ Oxc.1" {cfv — lv\ Ooo-C^/J'tfj
0
in the region x^O ? ~£t ° ^ ^ ^ &t
and
(?o r'lix/p>iL
ffi*'#-* ^ € OtK>[rTi(ih%)/lJ Vf i ^
* < fit ZL. r iT ( -i)*"*'
I
in the region ;c O £-t0 £ H-C .
It is observed that these solutions for the case i*/c ^ /
differ from the previous solutions for '"^c >l only in the
number of terms in the summations, the form of the solution
remains the same.
3.3 The behaviour of the .let boundary
In order to examine the ultimate jet width it is necessary
to find the limiting value, as x , of the function
f(x) defined by equation (40). This function is obtained by
53
examining the function F(t) defined "by equation (44) and
given in integral form "by equation (69). The integrand of
(69) has a simple pole at Y - O and other poles at
\---lYo . -iTv 2 r 3 1,2,3... Near ^ - O the Taylor
expansion of the integrand takes the form
//- 1 ii- 'f|sj|[|r olVQ] [I &ii -<°M]
ia -m]
. . 7c lflTT
and the contribution to F(t) is thus —* —
6m/C-0
If account "be taken of the contributions from the other poles
± <s~~r
f the asymptotic solution of f(x) is given by
f-U) -fc L C \
A/ -—1- J . ( xvj(I-m/c)
As in Section 2.3 the sine and cosine terms provide the
fluctuations about the mean displacement. In this case the
jT\ -
boundary fluctuates about a mean value of *^LI i _ J .
Note that here in-£ < j and so in the over-pressure case when
<? ^ O there is an overall decrease in the jet width whilst
in the under-pressure case there is an overall increase in jet
width. These results are the opposite to those obtained for
the case m /c > I .
The initial slope of the jet boundary is found by
54.




and the asymptotic form may "be obtained as in Appendix 2. It
will "be observed that the order of O+Lt) at infinity
differs from the similar function in the previous case. By
using the Stirling expansion formula it may be found that
Qfit)~Oil1'')
and
f Li) ^ 0 ( j
where /100 and 3 < £ .
This leads to the result
ji{x) /v o( * ao x Of .
Since O < £ ^ i » it will be seen that the initial shape
of the boundary lies between that of the straight line ^=-a//+o(0j
and that of the parabola ^ L 1 r )J # The initial
slope of the boundary is infinite and given by r (*) —0(x )
where ^ I • Thus the initial form of the
boundary is that of a continuous curve with eurv in
the gradient at xc o_„ Although physically impossible it
seems reasonable that some discontinuity of this nature could
be expected in work of this type based on a linearised theory.
55.
The solution for the case rale a 1
This case is characterised "by the change in position of
the zeros and singularities of the expression O&t-
The function has been factorised as shown in equation (56) and
it is immediately evident that of equation (57) has
a zero at the origin whereas in the previous two cases^
(equations (51) and (53)^ $-+^) had a pole at the origin.
It will be observed that the expression ^ — m i"arX^
always has a simple zero at the origin# in tne case ^e>(
there are also two other real zeros at ~t <r0 ; in the case
<( there are two imaginary zeros at t i r0 • If now
mk be made to tend towards unity in either of these cases the
zeros t or J a?0 tend towards zero and in the
critical case the expression L tA~ X ~ /- ^ has a
triple zero at the origin.
This case, with the change in the condition of
at the origin, provides a solution to the problem which is
physically impossible. It will be shown that the solution
makes the jet displacement become infinitely large downstream
of the jet. Whilst this solution cannot be accepted there is
a strong similarity between this solution and that of a problem
(25 Pg210)
on waves on the surface of water discussed by J.J. Stoker
In this latter problem it is shown that in the critical case
the infinite solution occurs as in the present problem. How¬
ever Stoker shown that an infinity occurs, not only in the
steady state terms, but also in the transient terms of the
56
general solution of the unsteady problem. Instead of the
transient terms decaying with increasing time they are shown,
in fact, to increase. It will "be shown that in the present
problem the solution is correct in so far as the posing of the
problem is correct but that the inference is that it is not
possible to obtain a valid solution under the assumption of
linearised theory. Consider now the solution as obtained
under the assumption that the linearised theory is correct.
In the supersonic region the function iS
given by the inverse transform (61) with VV ) given by






in which the integrand has a pole at the origin of
order four and other poles } - t &r j = - ■£ Tr •
v » 1,2,3... The contribution to the function ^Cfrom
the residue due to the pole at the origin is obtained by
calculating the coefficient of 1""' in the Taylor expansion
of the integrand. This expansion may be written,
I I - ld " ~~ ■» r°/-iYs][ l~ t 0 (■$')]
where Ci , D1 and B1 are constants.
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It is seen that contains terras of the type
+<?J. L~ j where the Or are
all constants independent of "both t and y. It follows
that the perturbation potential contains terras of
the type [hi™* -thy r^x and it is
evident that 0 ra and 3r all "become infinite as
V 7 x
x -*>-*■* • Further, from equation (41) the shape of the
jet "boundary is given "by ^ ~ ~&-L( t C~lx-)3 where
3 ft (*, *-) c6,c
— dt X* t C-uZ- •+■ Ci r Cri^cr C'C^MS
x > c.
This relationship shov/s that the jet leaves the exit with zero
gradient and an initial expansion takes place "but the "boundary
continues to diverge. Such a solution is physically impossible
but is, nevertheless, the solution of the problem as posed.
This leads to the suggestion that the problem is not correctly
posed for this critical case, and this is undoubtedly true.
The correct solution to the problem will probably not be
available until the more difficult non-linear problem has been
solved.
Cormoarison will now be drawn between this problem in gas
(25)
dynamics and the problem discussed by Stoker , and already
mentioned above, of vrnves created by a disturbance on the
surface of a running stream of finite depth. In this two-
dimensional problem the undisturbed stream flows with a
velocity U in the region - O ^ ^ ^ < t and
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the rigid "bottom of the stream is the line ) " °° <X
If a small disturbance of the free surface, measured from the
undisturbed position y = 0 , "be assumed (it is possible to adopt
the linearised theory and write ~ T for
the velocity potential • If the motion is also
assumed to be steady it is required to find a solution of
Laplace's equation - O subject to the appropriate
boundary conditions. It is found that the boundary condition
on the free surface leads to an investigation of the roots of
U"
_ ht«< U
the equation ^ where g is the acceleration
due to gravity. This equation written in the form
^^ ~ O
, corresponds, in so far as the two
problems may be compared, to the equation Ira." A j ~ °
which appears in the problem of the compound jet.
Consider the position of the roots of each equation. For all
, the equation - O a root
at the origin and an infinite set of imaginary roots. There
are two additional roots the positions of which differ according
as gsA > u2- , or <u • If > u t
these roots are real, if %&- - uX , these roots are zero and
the equation has then a triple root at the origin; if g£<u ,
these roots are imaginary and different from any in the above
infinite set. In comparison, for all mk , the equation
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[~a« ^ o jias a root at the origin, an infinite
set of imaginary roots and an infinite set of real roots.
There are two additional roots the positions of which differ
these roots are real and different from any of the other real
rootsj if , these roots are zero and the equation then
has a triple root at the origin* if i*.<c<! , these roots are
imaginary and different from any of the roots in the above
mentioned infinite set. The important feature of the comparison
lies in the fact that both equations have a triple root at the
origin in the critical case. Stoker observes that in this case,
the solution makes the wave amplitude (and also ^ and nH )
o
tend to infinity with • The same observation may be made
with regard to the compound jet problem.
In order to make a closer investigation of this critical
case Stoker considers the unsteady problem and specifies boundary
conditions for time t > O and initial conditions for the
velocity potential, pressure and displacement at t » 0. After
applying the Fourier Transform theorem to the field equation
(Laplace's equation in his problem) and to the boundary conditions
and solving in the usual way he is le^d to the solution for the
perturbation potential ^'i in the following form
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W(l) = fi-f-j) ht«4. S£ ~ +l{j t<)(iu (p fe-xh)
=■ f- hi) • f-{i),
and p ($) is the transform of the surface pressure p(x) for
(7 >0 . The path G is taken from — to -+• **> along
the real axis in the J- -plane#
The first term on the right side of (80) is independent of the
time and consists of the steady state terms, while the second
terra is dependent on the time and provides the transient terras
of the problem.
An analysis is then taken of the transient solution in each of
the three cases. For U1 >3 A. or u <^4 the transient is
found to decay as the time increases and the steady state
condition given "by (81) does then exist. However, in the




as t and the
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transient does not decay to zero "but increases with time. The
steady state condition of the problem is thus never attained as
a limit of the unsteady problem. Even if the transient terms
were, in practice, counterbalanced by dissipative forces the
solution of given by (81) has a contribution arising
from the pole of order 2 at \ ~ O which occurs in the
it*
integrand. This contribution gives a term in
which is linear in x.
The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that the
linearised theory, which assumes small disturbances, breaks
down for this critical case and that the correct solution will
be obtained only by an application of the non-linearised
equations.
The similarity in the positions of the zeros of the
expressions ^ ° for the water wave problem,
and ^ (H) - ih for the gas jet problem, and, in
v3
particular, the fact that both expressions vanish like J at
^ - O in the critical cases suggests that the reasoning
adopted by Stoker is also applicable to the compound jet
problem. The generaltunsteady; compound jet problem is somewhat
more difficult than the problem discussed by Stoker. First
there are two field equations, instead of one, and second the
separation of the terms into time dependent and time independent





of solution. The boundary conditions which replace the
equations (9) to (13) are
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If the assumption be made that the jet and outer stream have




It is then necessary to produce an integral solution for 0
(or til ) in which the transient and steady state terms are
2 \
separated. If a Fourier-Laplace transfom be applied to the
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equations (9a) to (15a) an equation analogous to (28) will "be
obtained. This takes the form
V-
W:̂ ■+1* aI C*fk (Ihk)
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and is the complex variable in the Fourier Transform and p
the complex variable in the Laplace transform, so that




</>+ *"■ i- v'i/r [V (j)_ doc
d> = ] e"1" 4 (■*• X, ^ ,
1W ^
and Vs. (<*, y^) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of
. It has not been found possible to furnish a solution to
this general problem in which the transient and steady state
terms are separated but it seems reasonably certain that if
such a solution were found the transient terms would be seen
to increase with time in the critical case and, as in Stoker's
problem, the steady state would never be attained. The
further discussion of the critical case solution must therefore
await the solution of the unsteady problem.
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Conclusions
In this chapter the solutions of the problem of a super¬
sonic jet stream embedded in a subsonic finite stream have been
obtained and discussed. The solutions vary according as
'V ft L
whether the value of the relationship
^ /V <
between the gas constants, the Mach numbers and the widths of
the streams, is greater than, equal to or less than unity.
The general solutions are given in each case. It is of Interest
to note that, in practice, the solution for i*/« >( is of
most importance. Remember that Ah > I • Mv < I ;
L > A j and that f>~ w i1" - ( and p>*- ~ 1 ~ •
I
It follows that mk exceeds unity if ^ i/£ • Due to
the assumptions of the linearised theory, for Aw > , the
solutions may be expected to be inaccurate since the problem is
one in which the stream velocity is approaching the sonic speed.
If, in fact, the problem be further restricted so that the
transonic speeds be avoided altogether, that is the velocities
are such that and ^ then it is clear that
/h-Cc> - > I • The Inequality ^ must be subject"A
/ I ~~ i }
to the condition that I ( - —' \ J is kept small. Thev -Px. Wt
importance of the case kIc > j is further emphasised since
it includes the problem in which the outer stream is of
infinite width C fc -*> °°) • The general solution for this
case has been given, in a series form, by equations (65) to
65»
(68) and it has "been shorn that the results given "by Pai are
just the asymptotic form of this solution far downstream of
the jet exit. The analysis also shows that far downstream,
in the general ease, the jet boundary varies about a mean
£ /^i ^
displacement ( - measured from the undisturbed
position of the boundary. In the overpressure case^ when (>c;
this displacement is positive or negative according as rak is
greater than or less than -unity. Some remarks are made at the
end of Chapter IV concerning this dependency on mk.
In the discussion for the case ok a 1 it is found that
the displacements and velocities become large at large distance
downstream. This situation is also seen to arise in a problem
on water waves discussed by Stoker and the similarity betv/een
the solutions of the twro problems leads to the same conclusions;
that the assumption of linearised theory breaks down for this
case. It would seem that much information could be obtained,
in each of the three cases, if the general unsteady state
problem could be solved in such a Y/ay that the transient and
steady state terms could be examined separately.
66.
CHAPTER II
The flow of a supersonic two-dimensional gas .let
in a uniform supersonic flow
This oroblem, with the outer stream of infinite width,
(13)
was originally investigated "by Pai who obtained a solution
"by the method of characteristics. Since both flows are super¬
sonic the streams are undisturbed upstream of the leading
characteristics from the jet exit. Prom the general solution,
in the form ~ ^ ^ T * ft and
qf>i - 2 in which n. , jv and *"/•*. are
arbitrary, Pai analysed a simple case in which the perturbation
velocity at the jet exit was AU, where U1 was the undisturbed
velocity in the jet and A a constant. He observed that there
was no periodic, or almost periodic, structure in the jet and
examined the initial and reflected disturbances.
(15)
Later, Pack found the general solution of this problem
by using the (one-sided) Laplace transform, and examined the
wave structure in the jet and the fluctuations in the jet
boundary by expanding the inverse transforms in powers of
(22 Pg ill )
exponential functions with negative exponents • The
behaviour of the jet was found to depend on the vaLue of the
relationship : between the gas constants, and
)Su Mi1 ji>{
the velocities of the undisturbed stream and jet. Pack showed
that there was a singular solution when this relationship was
unity and that the jet boundary expanded for a certain distance
and thereafter the width of the jet remained constant. He
67*
confirmed the findings of Pai.
The work of "both Pack and Pai was further generalised "by
(16)
Ehlers and Strand who discussed the case of a supersonic jet
inclined at a small angle to the main supersonic stream*
In the present chapter the problem of a supersonic jet
which flows into a sxipersonic stream of finite width will be
examined by using the technique already developed in the
previous chapter* It is not strictly necessary to use the
Wiener-Hopf method to extract trie solution since the perturbation
effects take place downstream of the jet exit and the transform
integrals are taken from x = 0 to oc - + • Nevertheless,
it is of interest to reformulate the problem of Chapter 1 so
that the outer stream becomes supersonic* It will be found
that the problem leads to an equation corresponding to equation
(36) but that no factorisation is necessary and that the
solution may be written down almost at once. It will be shown
(see, for example, Figure 2) that one effect of introducing the
outer wall is to create, for certain values of the parameters
of the problem, a periodicity in the movement of the jet
boundary.
In the notation of the previous chapter the boundary
conditions are unchanged and are given by (3), (4), (5) and (6);
the field equation for the perturbation potential in the jet is
given by (7) and the field equation for the perturbation
potential in the outer stream is given by equation (8) but it
must be noted that > | # Let equation (8) be written
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til- (j*.1)' = o
Q yf 3xl
where (^%) ~ ~~ I .
The results which follow equation (8) of Chapter 1 will now
hold true in the present problem if fix. he replaced by -i pi
Proceed as in Chapter 1 and it may be shown that equations (28)
to (33) are replaced by
i p: *^






/. ~ H —&
d. <j>* (*,<)
y
— / \ ^
j-u
and
Due to the nature of supersonic flow it is evident that
G- t °S "*0 is identically zero. After noting that
may be written - i [ c^t (°<-f\i -L ) cJt(*p, A)J , the
primes may be dropped and the equation becomes
(*.,£) KW __ fa;
/G-i ^ i/Tir )
where
P{ (<*.) ~ cA~ + 'n A) (?$)
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m — Mi ft* (>6)
xl /►it?'
I — /+- A (*7)
-
/ ,] ^ ?+ (<*,*) ,WM= (n)
and f>i * r ^ ~ / -
The transformations (43)
I ^ oufr-K -L-hL!t/
(-
are used to show that __
V^,<) Qh) = '/ i
where Q(5) = c^~ -f- m c^~ ^
In this result V-t il,^) is regular in the upper half plane
J >0 , the right side P '/ 1 ^ is regular in the same
region and it remains to discuss the function ^-) • Now,
(26 Pg324) -
it may he shown that j_ c<1'1 $ "* nx^ I.J has all of
its poles and zeros real and simple. It follows that
is regular and free of zeros in the region 5 ^ $ > O , Thus






then takes the place of (47) of the previous Chapter.
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The jet displacement is defined "by equation (40). With the
transformation fit) = -X z j i/IHT of (44), the
equations (42) and (89) lead to
'' ^ ~ I1 aoi
The intermediate variable ^^1%) given by (44) may
(«!)
be introduced5 and equation (90) leads to the following inverse
transforms (compare with (61) and (62)).
f)
i/i5r
e c^lis/t) Vy (t, <)
1}
\Jxfi f £j" -f- m c/t" 1 )
c v
o ^ ^ < £- o
and
flt^) =- x 6i/TJ/ /*»
e~1^ c^teCH-3)/L]





|"1.s<k tcj\ *•-.<;A £ J
■^.tO £ ^ ft-0 ^
where C is a path drawn from — 00 * a ^ to •+ «° r 1 a




The fluctuations of the jet "boundary are studied "by examination
of the function F(t) given, from (91), by
Once again the path of integration may "be closed by an
infinite semicircle drawn in either the upper or lower half
plane. The semicircle is drawn so as to pass between the poles
of the integrands on the real axis. The contribution to the
integral from the infinite semicircle may be shown to vanish
and ^ h) is then obtained from the residues at the poles
within the contour. Suppose the path to be closed by the semi¬
circle drawn in the upper half plane. There are no singularities
inside the contour and hence ^ is zero in the region
~ I ^ ~fc~0 # Likewise, in (93), if
the path be closed in the upper half plane it is seen that
is zero in the region ^6 -+'*<■«-#)/! -&<0 f
■^ + 0 ^ ^ <. f-f — O « in terms of the original variables the
perturbation potential 0\(x,y) , in the jet, is zero upstream
of the leading characteristic (of equation Z-i-x-lfr ~ 0 )
from the edge of the jet exit. If the transformation (43) be
used, it may be found that the perturbation potential 0a(x,y),
in the stream, is zero upstream of the leading characteristic
(of equation rX'ih ) from the edge of the jet exit.
It will presently be shown that a solution may be obtained in
f -u- /v
F(t) _L e
( <x/t •+ m cVt
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terms of the other characteristics of the flows (see equations
(101) and (102)).
If the path of integration in (92) "be closed with an
infinite semicircle taken in the lower half plane then the
contour integral is taken round a region in which the integrand
has poles at the zeros of sU $ ( c^t -+• m , p0r all
k, rational or irrational, the integrand has a double pole at
the origin and other poles at ) ~ ^ , r » 1,2,3...
where the <*> are the positive roots of ]" ■+ tv i'an ■£} = O,
Write
. . , ,
J L y ^ = /?, 1-
tfrif
where K i is the residue at the pole 1 - o
and is the residue at the poles 1 - * <rv" •
The residue at $ — © is the coefficient in the Taylor
expansion of the integrand at the origin. This expansion is
[l-ijt T olt')] [ I T 0(p]
tm) [ I T Otr)J
i, f £
The residue at $ - 0 is thus — -— ,
In ic + I
The residue at J = * «> is given by
C^r $ /£.) 2 '1 St A








_ 0 V S'n (nx/fl,<)
i-f.fi. L~T?5<n*>. ( UK'£, ^Vl
I '
p>\ ~t ^ ~~ o
0 ^ £ £ £-0 ,
and = O
£&■/%. x./f?>(-+y, - A.
O <: £ 4 £~O .
In like fashion the solution can he obtained within the
region of the outer stream. The form of the equations (92) and
(93) are similar and it follows that
X d Y J Sin (frx/Pt-A.)
£ ■£, y3, fl, -A (n£ + l) £~rx sin & ** ("^ Cvs-e*1 & <rr i- m Cooec1 e>)
* x/fi. >o
£-rO i ■]- *i H-C> }
and
= o
»«/»' ' * -y TX//Si < °~
-£ + 0 ^ < H-O .
The fluctuations in the jet boundary may be examined by an









y- c ^ *1 +
and the integrand has poles at 1 - ^ and ^ ^ ^
Thus
£ ' <=) V1 £
l/I/T ('/it +m) <*"*(£ Coooc1" -1c <rr -f ft\ o*-0&cx6f)
i
and hence, from (44),
y<)
^ -?r - Coo (fry//3, < ) A^x
£y&,^ ^+, ^ ^ (yc £^7+ ~ ^,^2
If use he made of the result oA~ f<. <ry -- m c-^- <rr the
denominator inside the summation may he simplified, thus
oo
p(x)
__ {c. o, rr c«-o ( Pyx/ftA)
£ 1^1 j\ in{c -f ( <J7 £ (Ic-tin) ~t (it 'I"*) «VJ
The jet boundary therefore expands (for £ > 0 ) to a mean
a r I e/3, &
width given hy $ ~ ' f i^Tt— with a variation frora
this mean. The variation is maintained as x -e> t <*> and
hence the ultimate stream width has a mean vane given hy
P / \ — £ & fii. 1cj-u, - ,s—i—— # if the width of the outer stream he made
M-K- ■+ I
infinite then k is infinite, and the ultimate mean width is
pf ) £/2|/3i
given hy l"lx/ = — which is ;just the value found hy
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(15)
Pack . The extra terras which remain in the present problem
are due entirely to the interference arising from the waves
reflected from the outer wall#
The condition of the jet "boundary, for any x, can best be
obtained by an observation of the wave formation in the boundary.
This is achieved by expanding S(j) in powers of exponential
functions# To this end, and also to draw comparison more
easily with the problem discussed by Pack, the problem will be
framed in terms of the Laplace transform instead of the Fourier
transform.
Write the Laplace transform of 0(x,y) as $teLi%) such that
— -oCX
<P [cLy y) = | e $(.*>%)^ -Jo
Equations (84) and (85) will be replaced by
V + t*t <) KU) _ €
with
— CirHx. n\ cA^
The transformations
J,<U , '3i/A , P-/VA
■t "If1k , =
lead to V+ti.A) « '/l
with -f m cSli,} ^
where Vr ) and ^ are analytic and non-zero in
the region ^ >0.
(96)
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Also» pat (~(x) " £ p>i F(^) and tnen





This carnation may be compared with the corresponding one





X ( I ~t in
How expand the function Fit) of (97) in ascending powers of
-25
€ and c and transform term by tern#
Writ©
Ph) = i 1
^ ( lfb + m I** )\ l-b ^ /-« I
-21 . £ -2<cJ /
#kvt<9 n ^ /j Hkmrs ♦ h '
h J JQ
where a - d and h - a - e • Then, with /<.—
m.
/ +m. ;
/r^|j __ J I" I - 6*-t/>) ta-^J £ ' T +/"£a~tf) + (<tby*la~h'}) -t—JOtm) $X





, r c / 5 yMrJ-2(i-/)e
On transforming term "by term
(l-tm)P(i-) -[W - Oy){i~2<<]
■iMC/p*) fi--*<-<<} -+
where stands for (t - T)H(t - T) and
liC/r-r) ~ I , (r >T,
- o , -£ < T .
At the jet exit, t is zero and the slope of the boundary
P*(t) is 1/(1 + m), a result in agreement with that given
"by Pack# The fluctuations of the "boundary are complicated by
the arrival of both incident and reflected waves inside the jet
and by reflected waves from outside the jet. For instance, if
k » 3/4 the slope of the jet for o < t <2/2. is 1/(1 + m),
for 2/i ' ^ C 2 i8 -y"-/(l-+rrx) f for z< (- < 3 is
-1/(1 + ni), for J < C x is -CfCl-tm) an<i
so on# The case k = 1 is of particular interest. The
function ^ it) of (97) takes the form
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p / \ t«-» 6 i I -2-W , -2-5 -6} \l~ ^{T~V^- *fTT^r l~Zt C~€ t€(/+<") | (l-t-m) £ L
The solution F(t) is given by
^-] - 2^-2} ,2[HJ - 2-^-^] T — j
The graph of P(t) against t is a well-known triangular
(27 Pg 55)
waveform . In this case the boundary of the jet
oscillates with a slope given by P(t)- + 1/(1 + m) and the
waves reflected from the outer walls and the incident and
reflected waves within the jet meet at the same points along
the jet boundary (see Figure 2(a)). The oscillations are then
maintained downstream and the jet boundary takes a mean width
given by (~(x) ~ £ fifi/Chm.) # The result given by
equation (99) is in agreement with the representation by
equation (95). For, if k be put equal to unity and it be
noted that <s"> ~ (Zrtt) 7f/z (the zeros of - o ) then
Uk) I g r* oo[^+,)"j(A/5^]
(' tn) 7/1^ /tm) i_j (2-*ti)z
and this is just the Fourier series for the triangular waveform
specified by (99).
If the outer stream width be made infinitely large, that
is if H be made to approach infinity, then k approaches
infinity and the point of arrival of the first reflected wave
from the outer stream wall is infinitely far downstream. In
this case the solution given by (98) reduces to that given by
Pack. In his solution Pack observes that there is a singular
Fit)
. Ml1 ]/
o 1 \! v\/ * VAi - XA / /o/c .
/
/I
y « £fc A / X 1 ' /OK \ J;\/\(\/y\ / v
A /* A <'\
Fjjut? 2(<C) . £ - I.
to Z*- vtj. /_
. w ^
l*>k
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case when fit ^ ~ I (that is when m = | ) and the jet
boundary then expands to a width given by F(t) a 1, or*
f-U) - * t and thereafter remains at this constant width# It
is of interest to see how this case arises as the transition is
made from a finite to an infinite outer stream# Consider the
expansion of Fit) with^/*-° ,C'H='/ ,
FH) = 7P'[ l-('rt>)^hj[ -j
—2 ^
where g. - -e and h ~ , and take k a positive
integer. The case k « 1 has already been discussed (figure
2(a)). The boundary expands to F(2) a 1 and then oscillates
as shown between F(t) «= 1 and F(t) =0 .
Let k = 2 , l'(l) nov/ takes the form, with k-a. ,
£ I- &■- ~ ~ 'J
and hence,
Ill1'] " i{"z] ~ ll~u]
This waveform is shown in Figure 2(b). It will be observed
that the boundary expands to F(2) » 1, remains constant in the
interval 2- 51 ^ ^ 4- and then contracts to F(6) a 0. This
waveform is repeated as t increases. The mean value of
F(t) is 2/3 and this agrees with the value k/(mk + 1) of
(95), with k s 2 and m = 1.
Let k » 3, then
__ / I — u— -tZ<zY — Co* - ^7 it* ^— -
FIS) = £?[ '
80.
and hence,
Fit) = r[W - +2f^3-- ]
The waveform in this case is shown in Figure 2(c). The jet
expands to F(2) = 1, remains constant over the interval
2 ^ s ~ b and then contracts to F(8) = 0. This waveform
is repeated as t increases. The mean displacement is given
"by F(t) as 3/4 •
Let k s 10, then




The waveform in this case is shown in Figure 2(d). The jet
now expands to F(2) » 1, remains constant over the interval
Z £ - 2.0 and then contracts to F(22) = 0 . The waveform
is repeated as t increases, the mean displacement being
F(t) ■ 10/11 .
As k increases the disturbance due to the arrival of the
reflected wave from the outer stream wall moves further down¬
stream and disappears as k "becomes infinitely large. The jet
boundary expands to F(2) « 1 and then remains constant. It
may be observed that for m » 1 the oscillation in the jet
boundary is periodic, with a period, in t, of 2(k + 1), when
k is integral. This is also true when k is rational but not
when k is irrational. In this latter case the waveform is,
81.
however, of a similar shape hut is non-periodic*
Further investigation may he made into the nature of the
reflected and transmitted waves hy expanding the inverse
transforms of the perturbation potentials ) * in eaca
of the two regions, in powers of exponential functions.
Suppose, as in the above analysis, the Laplace transform be used
then the perturbation potentials are given hy
£,j co&A [$%!&) 1
i" -+ iy\ c/lt J)
and
f n
C>$3 S —o Cx<
.) - __ Ot>-o£ *) !<- 1 (, cro)'
fit* C Af ~t~ m J)
+0 < H-0f -« C/iCT«
where f> ~ hiA.
Consider the expansion of (99) in the form
where





- CI-/*) (■€. f u t tfat *
- afaUfafayfaK-)
-Ufa)) /
~t %Ct~y*i & ■+ - -
/ i/i , - i(ir4)X
~ -e -f- •
. -<wt ~J
Ci-xy) -e t -* "
This may be written
(/■+k) "t* c. Cif/*) t +




+L(fa) CI-fa) t f fa1- -e f - -
/ - K'~ V&) I-
-fa I
.2$
+ /< 4 -C Ifa) €
and this gives, on interpreting term "by term,
^^""r4~3]v -iiffa)U~ 'l'l~l{c}^
y±Uy*){4r * £ ^ + Uy<)A-y*) { +
* —j '
v/here j ^ ~ ' - means (t - T)H(t - T) and the numbers 1 to
8 refer to the number system of Figure 3 which shows the
characteristics of the flow in relation to the jet and stream.








upstream of the leading characteristics t + y/h -1=0. A
result to "be expected due to the nature of the supersonic flow.
The characteristic lines represented "by the first eight
terms in (101) are those numbered 1 to 8 in Figure which is
drawn for . The figure also shows the characteristics
in the outer stream. The disturbances in the jet which are
associated with the characteristics 1, 2, 4, and 8 are those
due to the initial disturbance at the jet exit and the
reflections at the jet "boundary. The reflection coefficient!
defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the reflected wave to
the magnitude of the incident wave, is/^ . Since /*- may "be
positive or negative (according as m is less than or greater
than unity) an expansion wave may "be reflected inside the jet
as an expansion or compression -wave. These terms are the only
ones present in the problem discussed by Pack.
In the present problem the wave disturbance inside the jet is
complicated due to the presence of disturbances transmitted
through the boundary from the outer stream. These disturbances
first make their appearance in the jet downstream of the
characteristic 3 and are associated \with the characteristics
3, 5, 6, 7. These disturbances entering the jet from the
outer stream are of two kinds, first, those which originate in
the outer stream and then transmit into the jet and, second,
those which originate in the jet, transmit into the stream and
then, after reflection at the outer wall, are re-transmitted
into the jet. The waves associated with characteristic 2, for
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example, on reaching the jet "boundary are partly reflected
(associated with characteristic 4) and partly transmitted
(associated with characteristic IV). This latter disturbance
is reflected at the outer wall (characteristic VI) and on
meeting the jet boundary again is partly reflected (characteristic
VIII) and partly transmitted into the jet (characteristic 7).
Thus the disturbance near the jet boundary and immediately
downstream of characteristic 7 consists of the transmitted
portion of waves from the outer stream and also the reflected
portion of the waves associates with characteristic 5. The
amplitude coefficient of the tern, corresponding to the
characteristic 7, appeal*ing in equation (101) will be examined
after discussion of the solution in terms of the characteristics
in the outer stream.
Consider the expansion of equation (100) in the form
J[ I -f € —
in the region /fO in, s t+-0 where has already
been defined. This imay be written
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Note that = ft LJ ^ ~ ^/l A and interpret term by terra,
then,




where 1 J means ~ T)H(t - T) and the suffixes I to
VIII refer to Figure 3. This shows immediately that in the
upper half of the stream there is no disturbance upstream of
the leading characteristic of equation ft%/% ~0 from
the edge of the orifice.
The characteristics corresponding to the first eight terms
of equation (102) are drawn, and labelled I to VIII in Figure 3.
The characteristics I, II, III, V and VII are those associated
with the initial and reflected disturbances which originate
solely within the stream. The characteristic IV is associated
with the disturbance which starts in the jet and is transmitted
through the jet boundary. The characteristic VIII is
associated with a disturbance which starts in the lower half of
the stream is transmitted through the jet and into the upper
half of the stream.
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A closer examination of the two equations (101) and (102)
gives the reflection and transmission coefficients. The wave
reflection at the outer wall y « H is without loss in amplitude
and with no change in the type of wave, if the wave downstream
of characteristic I is an expansion wave then so is the
reflected wave downstream of the characteristic II. In the
stream, the anplitude of the wave reflected from the jet boundary
(characteristic III) is (~gx) times the amplitude of the
incident wave (characteristic II). The reflection coefficient
is thus (-/x). Note that inside the jet the reflection
coefficient is ( + '<•)* This indicates that if inside the jet
an expansion wave is reflected as an expansion (compression)
wave then outside the jet an expansion wave is reflected, at
the boundary, as a compression (expansion) wave. The trans¬
mission coefficient, defined as the ratio of the amplitudes of
«
the transmitted wave to the incident wave, for wave transmission
from the jet into the stream and from the stream into the jet
may be exanined. Consider the wave associated with
characteristic 2 inside the jet. The portion of this
disturbance which is transmitted through the boundary is
associated with the characteristic IV outside the jet and the
the wave associated with the characteristic II in the stream.
At the jet boundary the transmitted portion is associated with
the characteristic 3 inside the jet. The transmission
transmission coefficient is evidently Consider
coefficient defined as above is thus For
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example, consider the waves associated with and immediately
downstream of characteristic VIII in the outer stream. This
disturbance is due partly to the reflection of waves associated
with characteristic VI and partly to the transmitted portion of
the waves associated with characteristic 5. The amplitude
coefficient is therefore given by ^ Z3 ) y '
which reduces to — C )[ # seen that this
is just the coefficient of the appropriate term in equation
(102). Likewise the disturbance associated with the character¬
istic 7 near the jet boundary consists partly of the reflected
portion of the disturbance associated with the characteristic 5
and partly of the transmitted portion of the disturbance
associated with characteristic VI. The amplitude coefficient
is then (.-'ytt/l * Of)D>r)Pl , whloh reduoea
to -yA . This is just the coefficient of the
appropriate term in equation (101).
The case o corresponds to the case of no reflected waves
at the jet boundary. There are transmitted v/aves and v/aves
reflected at the outer walls. The Figure 2(d) illustrates,
with the same lettering of the characteristics as in Figure 3,
the case ~ 1 ) f k a 10. In this case the wave
disturbance which starts at the orifice inside the jet
(characteristic 2) passes across the jet and is entirely
transmitted into the outer stream (characteristic IV) and after
reflection at the outer wall (characteristic VI) it is
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retransmitted into the jet (characteristic 7). This effect is
then repeated downstream.
Conclusion
In this chapter the problem of a two-dimensional supersonic
jet embedded in a two-dimensionaL, finite supersonic stream has
been discussed. It is seen that the problem may be represented
as a Wiener-Hopf type problem by a simple re-arrangement of the
basic equations used in Chapter I. Y/hilst the solution may
easily be found in an infinite series form,the solution of
greater interest is that formed in terras of the characteristics
of the flow. This solution is complicated due to the presence
of disturbances which are reflected at and transmitted through
the jet boundary both from the jet and from the stream. In
- • ' * ' • 1. ' A- . ' '•
particular, the wave formation of the jet boundary is calculated
and discussed. The case k » 1 is of interest since the
boundary in this case exhibits a triangular waveform for all
values of m. This waveform is shown in Figure 2(a). The case
m » 1, for which there is no reflection at the jet boundary, is
discussed. It is found that the boundary oscillation is
periodic when k is rational. For this case, the jet expands a
certain distance, remains of constant width and then contracts
to its original width. This constitutes the period of the
oscillation. This period steadily increases as the outer
stream width increases. In the limit, the problem reduces to
the one discussed by Pack; the jet then expands for a certain
distance and remains of constant width thereafter.
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The solution of the problem in the infinite series form is
used in order to investigate the ultimate jet width. This is
orifice width,in the general case. As the outer stream width
increases to infinity the value of the ultimate width reduces
to the value found "by Pack.
The solution of the problem expressed in terms of the
characteristics of the flow is used to calculate the reflection
and the transmission coefficients of the disturbances at the
jet boundary. In particular, it is found that for /0t[~ j
positive (negative), an expansion ?/ave inside the jet is
reflected at the boundary as an expansion (compression) wave
whereas an expansion wave in the outer stream is reflected at
the jet boundary as a compression (expansion) wave.




The flo\7 of a subsonic two-dimensional p:as .jet
in a uniform supersonic flow
Formulation of the problem and the pceneral solution
This problem is basically similar to that discussed in
Chapter I in which the outer stream was subsonic and the jet was
supersonic. In the problem of Chapter I the disturbances, due
to the interaction betv/een jet and stream, were transmitted
both upstream and downstream in the subsonic flow. Likewise,
in the present problem it is to be expected that the disturbances
will be transmitted in all directions inside the jet but only
downstream of the leading characteristic in the outer stream.
The formulation of the problem is as given by the basic
equations (1) to (8) of Chapter I with the understanding that
Mi and Mt C ( , Rewrite equations (7) and (8)
0 % dx
and - {&!) _ O ,
where (j^ > J i and {fii ) ~ Mx ~~~ I
The derivation of the Wiener-Hopf type equation now follows as
indicated in Chapter I if be replaced by -i ft and
by -v pi • Thus, equation (28) will be replaced by
i}l
where
^U,DrCU\ __ - £M,A) (l0i)
tffa) = 1 cut*jkL. (lot,)
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\
_ X, /2x (l0<r)
and |K x » » ft'SiHi ^>, ^
and the other symbols are given by equations (31) to (33).
The primes may now be dropped and the procedure of Chapter
I adopted, the equation corresponding to (36) becomes
1 VT u, i)KM1- -L - £ IUo)
jIt. i/Jo" °t
- 1 LK-fc) - *-(o)] _ C— (*, t) K-U] ' 0°t>)
l/zTf <<-
i,t \ K+M - — n\ cML'C. .
where, no?/, r\(<*J — . ^ ' '
fUH
In (106) the left-side is analytic in the upper half plane
^^ <*. > 0 whilst the right side is analytic in the overlapping
lower half plane 5^-*- \ ^ where 0 < f ^ By the
argument as v/as employed in Chapter I the two sides of (106)
are both equal to an integral function which is zero. The










Cl - cA~ ~ n\
The perturbation potentials are given by
Vur
c ~ ($#■/*.) Ci,&) ^ (l&7)
) St\< J
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e Vr(l£) A r
-
in the region occupied by the supersonic stream, 4 H-0,
It is necessary to investigate the factorisation of Qtz)
'ija.n £ \ ~~ h l~~a.n & o
which has the form \ tzc~ 6} * -here are again
three different factorisations according as mic is greater
than, equal to, or less than unity. The factorisation is
carried out in the same manner as shown in the first Chapter.
Consider only the case of 1h/c > I .
Let £ = -i Y , the function ^ has a
zero at the origin; simple real zeros given by £ -^ ^n.
where n »T < *~Vi C (Z-n-n)Trjz and n « 1,2,5...; and simple
imaginary zeros f - t -i l~,x where " " ^ la ^ (Znti)Jr/z
and n « 0,1,2,3... For large values of n
/c ^ /v n. rr t
and 7"k ^ hiT + &
where lS* & — m and f ~ V™- . The zeros of < 4 j"
and are 'ln" and 1 - t aTT respectively,
where n = 0,1,2,3... The function QCi) may be factorisea
in the form ®i-t\)/ $-($) where
= 1)fio-llt* (I~t)QM) " (I- %)(/-a*)
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oo >>, -
^ - — 1-i/lUi
r I,s- [II (l+t")e** 1,1 OV^T
The factions QtCt) and £?-(!) are analytic and non-zero
in the regions >0 and - T0 , respectively.
When the path of integration in (108) is closed "by the
infinite semicircle in the upper half plane it is found that
the contribution to Y^> id frcsn the semicircle is zero when
t -i <0 # The integrand of (108) contains no
poles in the upper half plane and it is concluded that the
perturbation potential in the stream is zero upstream
of the leading characteristic from the edge of the orifice.
This result is as anticipated. The evaluation of , %) ,
and thence of #(x,y) , for the various regions of the flow may
be found making use of the Cauchy residue theorem.
The potentials in the jet are given by
_ /c/xtD/1^)
£<^1 p>>£. (t*{c ~l)
+ C [ fir Sin (1,A) -t &r OCO<S~<J
I <s"V £ -/c c*o^c1 lc <Tf — Ik CootcJ^tryJ
. i 0-l-iT,)J"
0 ^ Sln- Yf £ &~tr — hx Ctnec^r/j




for X CO .
The potentials in the stream are given "by
if) ^ (x t D fa
Z£. p>\
00
^(/c gy [ U-f)Aj [fir (<?*><■h\ £) t fly c^> (\A.)
-J £"/ S ( n. & &i L ~^Q <n- — "v C^o^cJi*-<TfJ
°° -frH/frt. r _I
_ y1 e C^Al^Yri&^lL] LQ-(-iTr)J
<5 w Sen A Ayr [ fc cih-cxJ*. fc*rr —nv oo-^c^17>J
for -£- % + H/h > 0 ;
and "by
__ o
for * ,c//*x ^ ^ •
In the above expressions D is a constant given "by x£> = <2-M
and A , B are constants defined "by equation (64).
r r
2. Behaviour of the .let boundary
The ultimate width of the jet may be obtained by an
examination of the function F(t) through its transform Ffe).
The asymptotic form of F(t) is given by the sum of residues
at the poles of which have the greatest imaginary
part, that is from the poles £r ° and ^ . On
converting to the original variable the ultimate width is given
by L I ^6t)3 where
= i <• ^ - fee*)}
£f^,fix (bxA-l)
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Thus the jet "boundary fluctuates about a mean width which is
times the original width. In the overpressurel_l (frSc-l)
case C* > °) there is an overall decrease in the jet width
"but, in the underpressure case ^°) there is an overall
increase. These results are exactly opposite to those found
for the same case (> {) in the problem of a supersonic jet
in a subsonic stream (see equation (70) et sea).
An examination of the initial jet slope is undertaken by
finding the asymptotic form of 1~(j) for tt\ -*> 00 in the
appropriate half-plane. As in Appendix 2 the product function
*0
^
6- <*/r.)^ ( l~
(i - >v.xw) e *,nlr C (-
in which ^ ^ ^ n.7 r f = « ( n* ^ ^ n ^ ^ t e
'as i\ --*■ $ is asymptotic to
r(i -15/ <7) nil - *$/*) re/ r
ty») r(i~fcV* *%) n (/•*&/* r^)
The Stirling expansion formula may be applied to the Gamma
functions and it is found that the original product function is
n/v-<rV)
asymptotic to L / • With p + q « 1/2 » it is
found that
}
v /:„ /„Je /i/
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Thus F L%) ^ O and it follows that
f-lx) ^ o[xP) f~of pc ~^Of
where 0 - ~ if ^ ^ { .
It is seen that the initial shape of the boundary lies between
the parabola ft = ~^L' °(.^)] and the straight line,
parallel to the jet exit, of equation ^ - ^L1 * ,
The initial slope is infinite being given by r ^ ~ o(x ''j
These results for the subsonic jet in a supersonic stream for
in/c >' are very similar to those already obtained in the case
of a supersonic jet in a subsonic stream for r*F < I .
Similarly it may be shown that the cases ^ ^ I for the
present problem lead to solutions which are similar to those
obtained in Chapter I for the cases ^Vc ^ / . The location
of the roots shows that the case mk = 1 is still singular.
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CHAPTER IV
The flow of a subsonic two-dlinensional gas jet
in a uniform subsonic stream
1. Formulation of the problem and the general solution
The problem of a subsonic two-dimensional compressible gas
jet emerging from an orifice into a region at rest has "been
(1) (3)
discussed by Reynolds and subsequently by Chaplygin who used
the theory of functions of a complex variable. This latter
work provided a formal solution to the problem of a jet issuing
through a slit in an infinite straight wall in terms of h
geometric functions. This work wa3 generalised by Jacobs
who considered the problem with the walls of the reservoir
inclined at an angle to the jet axis. Later work has been
primarily concerned with finding approximate forms of the formal
solutions provided by Ghaplygin and Jacobs.
So far as is known there have been no theoretical
investigations into the problem of a subsonic jet issuing into
a subsonic stream of finite or infinite width. By use of the
linearised theory it will be shown that a solution, in series
form, can be founa by employing the Wiener-Hopf technique.
The notation of Chapter I is employed; the boundary
conditions are given by equations (3) to (6) and the field
equations by (7) and (8) it being noted that both and M*.
are leas than unity. The analysis of Chapter I may be taken
to apply to the present problem if p>t be replaced by t'/2/






The Wiener-Hopf type equation corresponding to (28) 1)6001163,
after dropping the primes,
t^\ /(/*)
_ £ _ ^ )
yla <*- A,7
in which K7*<-) ~ oo^. ^
and the other functions are defined "by the equations (30) to (33)
It is again necessary to investigate the regions of convergence
of the transforms in the above equation. First, ^r6s is
analytic in the region ; second, has poles
at the zeros of Ita» A v-fiL /*»,4hence K(*«-)
is analytic in the strip C> < where is
^ jsh * )• It "be noted that if J > (
then ^i- ^ ; if < / then ~ • and if k s 1
the two values coincide. Third, by considering the asymptotic
forms of 0->(x,h+O) and 0_(x,h-0) as is
analytic in the lower half plane 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ where
( 77 T* i /
4fL- /v),a / j-x^_ $ fiL. )• Fourth, the transform /^ is
analytic in the upper half plane 0 by oc > 0 .
It is also necessary to investigate the factorisation of
(26 Pg 324)
the function K «<l • It may be shown that
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has all of its zeros simple and imaginary and the factorisation
into can he easily made. The WIener-Hopf type
equation is given by (36)
V-tUA) HtUI 4 £K-(o) _ _ [M - __ £-U,Z)Y\-UJ
v/Ijf <*. i/177
in which the right side is analytic and non-zero in an upper
half plane and the left side is analytic and non-zero in an
overlapping lower half plane. As previously shown the two sides
are equal to an integral function. It may he argued on
physical grounds that the integral function is identically zero.
It may he noted that it is possible to show that the integral
function Is zero, at least in the case when k is rational, by
an analysis similar to that of Appendix 2.
The transformations (43) and (44) may again he applied to lead
to the equations (45) to (48) hut (49) is replaced by
Q(t) = & coH&l -t ((OH)
a~ct)
Consider the factorisation of <3(^1 • Now
-fva>i f X ~i- fn k~cct ft. fc \
L~«." & £ f J
and i & 1 t ^ /-«.•* * & l) has zeros given by \ -O , and
£ ~ t f Tn. where T(V are the real and simple roots of
A?a.~ 9 -+ ik h*.* Sc9-0* This set of roots includes the common
roots of oj0 and c+ofc& which may occur if k is
100.
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*^T7 / .w 1 -iiUu 7 .7>/ X(l T [ J ~f 1 /fl1r) €
- W>a ('!»)C / * Vl/T") f
where is a function to "be chosen so that <3*0) and
Q-(t) are of algebraic growth when Jil is infinitely
large. Qt(-S) is analytic and non-zero in the upper half
plane and Q-('S) is analytic and non-zero in the
lower half plane 1~0.
The perturbation potentials may now be found and the
problem solved by calculating the function ^ LC<fr) of equation
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and <3is given "by (110).
From (111) it is seen that <£L(o) - £ It may "be shown,
at least for k rational, that is linear in jt and
that ~ ° • It follows that Q-i°) ~l .
The -perturbation potentials
Consider the evaluation of (112) for the region inside the
jet. The integrand: has poles given "by £ - O and
and ^ ~ i-'ruT • If the contour "be closed by an infinite
semicircle in the lower half plane then only the poles £-0
and are enclosed. YJrite —^j^ ^ t £
where Ri and Rn are the residues at the poles 2" ~0 and
2 =-i'"ra respectively. At 1 -O the integrand takes the
form
[l ~ iHrott*)] [ It °LDJ [ I -2 0-/°)
r[ i *-]
The term R1 is thus
The term Rn isis
■l £ Ctr? ("7"t ^
I^ S*.K 1■+■ n\ cwct*
The function is given "by
7"*> S t»v ?~n ( fc Coo-e.<} {c ?k + C^-efTrt)
102 •
in the region /t>^) o "L ^
Closure of the contour in the upper half plane encloses the
poles £ ~ + ^ " and thus
nT,<~
vrrr *■ il C#-o ^-'1
I
in the region "i" - G) 0 <g> * °-
Similarly, the equation (113) may "be evaluated to find y)
in the region occupied by the stream. Transforming into the
original variables of the problem leads to
$*,#\
__ {c[x - ij\ A r1 e £fl-(-L'T«)J
£ £^ L t *i & + ' ) ScsxY^ [_ fc o»o«z /c TIX r n\c+&-ex£r£^
I




ft*,#) __ V eA< Oool*11#/*) Vf -^)
j"1" n /I £<jx> n. ii




_ LK~i/q'^^-'^J y e G*o[fcT^ILJ L&-(-irjj
/, " u" £ c. /c ^ [ U C+*«} /c^Tnv <WnJ
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c*o[,^ii(u-<)ll^ \j^ (*—c , <) //it)
/a. w CtXi n. II
in the region X <-0 £ *° ? ^ ^ /■/-o <
It is observed that these solutions differ from the solutions of
the previous three eases in that there are no periodic (or almost
periodic) terms present. The terms under the summation signs
decay exponentially as the distance from the jet orifice
increases both upstream and down. Downstream of the orifice
the jet quickly settles down into complete uniformity a result
in agreement with the practical observations made on a subsonic
jet emerging from an orifice into a receiver under small excess
pressure.
3. The behaviour of the jet boundary
x >0 and the function F(t) of equation (44) is introduced.
This function is given by the inverse transform of
Consider now the shape of the jet boundary. The equation
of the boundary is written in the form ^ ~ I * for
FCi)
tx













r,f /__ 1c Otto-e^? f<^Tr ~t m- C*><seTr]
which leads to
o v "" ~WA* r _~f
_ /c re z<5-
—
-f- } — ~J (list* I 1 ^ fe C^3<^~^=Tr T ]*\ C*yo<^yTl
I J
for X > 0 .
Equation (118) shows that far downstream of the jet exit (><-*■+«>)
- -p T i *— ]
the width of the jet "boundary is given by L t, J
which shows that there is a small decrease in the jet width for
the case £ > O • This result corresponds to the vena
contracts observed in a jet which is emitted into a region at
rest. However, for the case £ < O , when the jet emerges
into a stream of greater pressure there is a small expansion in
the jet width. The change in the jet width takes place without
restriction on the value of ^ ( ~ and for a stream of
infinite width (k infinite) the ultimate change in the v/idth of
the jet is just
It may "be observed that the slope of the jet boundary is given
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oo
"by ^Yx j V"1 L Q-(~ir<)]^
r j_ ~fc C&o«% ^Tr ~f m Ooo-eYYtrJ
and is negative (for £ >C> ) and tends to aero as x -*="*>
Conclusions
In this Chapter the solution to the problem of a subsonic
gas jet embedded in a two-dimensional subsonic stream has been
found. The absence of any supersonic flow makes the solution
differ from those of the previous Chapters. The perturbation
potentials contain no terms, in the x variable, of a periodic
(or almost periodic) nature but they do contain those terms
which decay exponentially as the distance (upstream or down¬
stream) measured from the orifice increases. The jet is shown
to have a monotonic structure and it settles down rapidly to a
uniform state. For the overpressure (underpressure) case
£>o £ C o^j the jet width steadily decreases (Increases) to
_ ~pY I - ^ 7
an ultimate width given by J • It may "be
noted that this result is just the opposite to that found for
the supersonic jet embedded in a supersonic stream.
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Remarks on the -ultimate behaviour of the general two-dimensional
compound ,1et
It is of interest to show that the ultimate "behaviour of
the jet "boundary, in each of the four problems discussed in Part
I, can be anticipated on physical grounds. Consider a stream
tube in a steady flov/. Let co f ^ f p and ■? be the cross
section, density, pressure and velocity, respectively, at a
distance x along the tube measured from a datum position (the
line x a 0 in the compound jet problems). There are three
basic equations
(a) Flux of mass ^ t % ~
/. \ -~ , , , , , f 4 .+ — = Cuv\il~<t*L~
(b) Bernoulli's theorem i u f '
'P n — s l~a. -\ t
(c) the gas lav/
By differentiating (a), (b) and (c) with respect to x and using
the relationship - x P/f , where a is the local
velocity of sound, it may be shown that
where M is the Mach number at the point under consideration.
Consider the compound jet for the overpressure case £ > o
i.e. 'P, > P%. . Far downstream, the pressures in both jet
and stream become equal and hence the pressure in the jet must
fall and the pressure in the stream must rise as x increases.
Q-m^) dp _ l d*
cLx. w cLx.




fs a _ ip>o
Pl ,Mt ;
^ «,fM ** ^
Pi >p». „ ! fU><0
• «<»<
A/ozi.s 1
Ftj u<«» . -4-.
There are four possible combinations of subsonic and supersonic
flows. Consider each in turn.
5.1 Subsonic jet in a subsonic stream (Chanter IV)
In this case (1 - Ma) is positive in both flows and,
from equation (A) above, it follows that 4^ is negative in
a. K
the jet and positive in the stream. Thus the stream tubes in
the jet will contract and those in the stream will expand. The
overall effect is to make the jet boundary contract. This
contraction has been shown (see Equation (118)) to be
5.2 Sunersonic jet in a supersonic stream (Chanter II)
In this case (1 - Ma) is negative in both flows and hence
the stream tubes in the jet will expand and those in the stream
will contract. The overall effect on the jet boundary is an
expansion of its width. This expansion has been shown (see
equation (95)) to be
5.3 Supersonic .let in a subsonic stream (Chapter I)
In this case (1 - M2 ) is negative in the jet but positive
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in the stream. The result (A) shows that -- is positive
in "both the jet and the stream. Thus the stream tubes, in
"both flows, expand. The boundary of the jet may therefore
undergo either an overall expansion or an overall contraction.
It has been shown (see equation (70)) that the magnitude of
£ £
the displacement is that the jet expands or
J / L \
contracts according as /i 7c ( — -- is greater than
&J.A"K /
or less than unity.
5.4 Subsonic .let in a supersonic stream (Chanter III)
In this case (1 - Ma) is positive in the jet and negative
in the stream. The stream tubes, in both flows, will contract
and the jet boundary may expand or contract. It has been shown
(see Section 2, Chapter III) that the magnitude of the
£ ■£ A At
displacement is — and that the jet contracts or
expands according as mk is greater than or less than unity.
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CHAPTER V
The flow of an axiall.v syr-metr-ical supersonic .let
in a uniform axiall.y symmetrical subsonic stream
The first attempt to solve this problem with an infinite
(20)
outer stream was undertaken by Pai who concluded that, as in
the two dimensional case; the flow pattern in the jet was almost
periodic. The solutions presented by Pai were incorrect since
the boundary conditions of the problem were not fully specified,
no account being taken of the fact that the disturbances in the
stream would spread upstream. The solutions he obtained were
therefore true only far downstream of the jet exit.
The problem of an axially symmetrical supersonic jet
issuing into an axially symmetrical subsonic stream of finite
width will now be considered. When the boundary conditions
are completely specified, with the restriction of linearised
theory, the problem may be reduced to one of the Wiener-Hopf
type. It will be shown that the problem is capable of solution
by employing the technique of the previous chapters and that the
solution, obtained in a series form, includes the solution of
Pai. The basic Wiener-Hopf type equation which will be
obtained is naturally more complicated than that of the two-
dimensional case due to the fact that the trigonometric (and
hyperbolic) functions of the latter case are replaced by Bessel
functions. It will be shown, however, that the mathematical
procedure is almost identical with that of the previously
solved problems.
The formulation of the problem proceeds as in Chapter I.
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Let the axis of x "be the line of symmetry and let the ordinate
y now correspond to the perpendicular distance measured from
this axis. Let the radius of the nozzle he h and the radius
of the outer stream he H. The "boundary conditions of the
problems are specified hy equation (9) to (13) hut the equations
satisfied hy the potentials differ from the previous equations
(14) and (15). In the established notation the problem may he
restated as follows.
^ $4 [ I, c) <p+ / «\
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(to) j>x c-o) __ _ s (\l)
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together with the equations satisfied hy the potentials
= 0'i;
f + pj y 01 (•
-£-f0 £ -*> <c H £f. oo )
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where j^i ~ ~~ ' t>°) and ~ ^ ^ ')
The Fourier transform theorem is applied to the equations
(119) and (120) to give the Bessel type differential equations
dl $(*-•$) i + i.'-y!,' 4 {*, f) — o ('
ana i =o ('
respectively.
The general solution of (121) is
where and /^i'2) are the Bessel functions of zero
order and of the first and second kind respectively; and A and
B are functions of <=< only. The particular solution of
(121) appropriate to the "boundary conditions (9), (10) and
(11) takes the form
fa f) },(*,.fj + *./«.*) ^ (,d oeyS, T,(.c/J|A)
The general solution of (122) is
cp(^$) ~ t f)
where -Uwz) and tioU) are the zero order Bessel functions
of imaginary argument and of the first and second kind
respectively.
The solution of (122) appropriate to the boundary conditions
112- •
(9), (10) and (12) is
__ 1?•*/*■,£) I 11 1~ Kt fb-H-) lo(<</^i-%) (iu)







1,1«-M) + rt\(aLfrH) X» (<*[k<) 1ol*h£)
■ — /n
Ki (/f|[t-jln-rt)l"iJ
The investigation into the ranges of convergence of the transforms
shows that t?-* and £/-<.Jrtr are analytic in the upper
half plane 3 ** ■* >(9 and that the function £_(«s £) is
analytic in the lower half plane 3m* ^ where r is
the smallest non-zero positive root of T, (7
Inspection of KW shows that it has poles on the real axis
at the zeros of ^ 1 and poles on the imaginary axis at
the zeros of Kd^j^-^ ) , it may
be shown that there are no other poles or singularities and
that is analytic in the strip ^ ^ 3m *< "l/fd ,
There is thus a common strip of convergence and it remains to
show that Kf*-) can be factorised in the form K*(*)/H-(+)
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and the equation rearranged in such a way that the two sides
are analytic and non-zero in an upper half plane and an over¬
lapping lower half plane, respectively. It is shown in
Appendix 3 that K has no complex zeros "but only simple
ones which lie on the real and imaginary axes. There are no
"branch points present "because, on inserting the expansions for
K and Ki into liU) , the logarithmic terms cancel. The
o
factorisation of may then "be performed "by infinite
product factorisation and the equation rearranged in the
appropriate maimer. The problem is thus capable of solution
providing that the integral function of equations (37)
and (38) can be found. This function is shown to be identically
zero (Appendix 4).
With the transformations (43) and (44) the following
formal equations may be obtained for the perturbation potentials
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and C is a straight line drawn from — to
the strip of convergence.





When I is real, the function "3T. Li) behaves like a
cotangent with zeros at the zeros of h) and asynptotes
at the zeros of (the zeros of -^l") and
being interlaced), also the function -*•»fa*) koCfZ'i) -+H,(X>) iotpt)
itlfcii) KUft) -nabs) T,tp*)
"behaves like a hyperbolic cotangent being infinite at $ - O
1and decreasing steadily towards unity as increases towards
infinity. For small ^
i ic-f-
and for large (real) $
the function &&) nas the form
n\
has the asymptotic form
M -ft€ t 1




^ /* ooLl-^'k) 11 °t t)l
f\j t) - cMx^X ikcALI y.) (
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The similarity "between the of the present problem and
that of the corresponding two-dimensional problem indicates that
the form of the solutions in each problem will, in many respects,
be similar. From the forxa of &($) for small J- it follows
that the position of the zeros, and hence the factorisation, is
different according as MX ^ ' , i^~l or where
\ A &r £ — / 7
— h - JJL 1 J • This corresponds exactly with
P
the two-dimensional case in which the factorisation is different
according as nfc >! , /h/c -/ or </ where
The real zeros of c3($) are given by 1" - where
h d J©, ,xri and dr)'x are tiie roots of
~3r(z)-0 arranged in ascending order of magnitude and j\o -Q
For >f f n takes the values 0,1,2... and for /*\\ < / ,
n takes the values 1,2,3... The imaginary zeros of $(!") are
given by £ - * i 7~n. where ^n. is a real zero of
3,(l.r) UM ~YAi,y)3.Ui*>) iu>) (,3
u
ll (£,r) *ilpy) ?'(/2r) TtC?)
It may be noted that for small Y the function (130) has the
form already quoted but that for large 7~ ^ takes the
asymptotic form [c/t"(cT ~ m J£/1OC f)J . ^he function
■LoLti/I,(r) does, however, behave like an hyperbolic cotangent.
From a sketch of the function (150) plotted against T it may
be seen that K/;rt < Tiv <. Ko, n.w where KV, a are the
(non—zero) roots of ^b) ~Y((^c<t) ^r(-fsT)
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arranged in ascending order of magnitude. In this arrangement
when r*k>( , n takes the values 1,2,3... "but when CI ,
n takes the values 0,1,2,3... with the understanding that =°.
From the asymptotic forms of (128) , -with | real , and of
(130), with y real ( £ imaginary) , and of
rrCfr) -'n(^i-) ^rlf^r) } ?*(*•) and the
following results may "be obtained:
r\s P-7, *9*1 ~ /I {^tp *£)^ >
-fcrri rv rintf - 'tT(**%) }
K0|n. /v/ (ln*l)T>/1£
<fi,n. <* **/& )
y,n A* T\(n - '">■) ,
J',* ^ iT/«t 4) ,
where © = m and <p ■= faor'('/"*) n/i ^ ^'
The poles of are simple and occur at $ ~ £ "i ^ <,n. and
\ £ <j\n. . The function may now "be factorised "by
writing it in infinite product form. Consider only the case
of /k \ / * Now
Qii) = zlh^) ji-tx/^)U i1 * $z/rS) ( / -
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This factorisation makes Q-(o) ~( • Similarly the
factorisation may he performed for the other cases <T / and
— I • In all cases the similarity ?/ith the factorisation
in the corresponding two-dimensional problem is immediately
evident.
The factorisation has been performed so that the functions
(132) and (133) are analytic and non-zero in the upper half plane
3 »i 1" > 0 and the overlapping half plane d * }" < Kt) o ,
respectively. The path of integration C in (125), (126) and
(127) is taken in this strip. The contour of integration may
be closed by an infinite sanicircle taken in either the upper or
lower half plane. In the former case the integrand of (125)
has no poles in this region and, by using the asymptotic forms
for the Bessel functions, it may be shown that is
zero in the region upstream of the leading characteristic (or
Mach cone in this axially symmetrical problem) If = Q
The formal values of may now be obtained from
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(125) and (126). The results are very similar to those
obtained for the two-dimensional case (equations (65) to (68))
the trigonometrical functions "being replaced "by Bessel functions.
For example, when the semicircle is taken in the lower half
plane the contour encloses the poles
£ - t. and of the integrand of (125). Hence,
in the supersonic region and downstream of the Mach cone from
the orifice the potential 0(x,y) is given by
_c£M_ _ CokJ^L' t
DO ^




&rx J ,(<y) [<rr]
-hr*//3i£ / . 7-|
1 o ( br^-/ 6.) Q- t—i !v)J
Tr I,( Tr) Q'(-zTr)
<?0
where and are given by (64) and $(£) by (128).
Likewise, in the subsonic region the potential 0(x,y) is given
in a form corresponding to (67) and (68) of the two—dimensional
problem.
It is observed that far downstream of the jet exis when
X s><« , the second summation in (154) tends to zero and only
the oscillatory terms remain. When, in addition., the outer
stream width H tends to infinity so that k tends to
infinity, the Eessel functions and T( (6, <r) tend
to zero and infinity respectively. The roots 6~n of (128)
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approximate rauidly to the roots of \ H M . —
Kdfc) 3Vcr)
(20 Pg.55)
which is just the eigenvaLxie equation quoted by Pai •
The solution obtained by Pai is the asymptotic ( oc -c ) form
of (134) when the outer stream is of infinite width.
Although the solutions obtained for the socially symmetrical
problem have the same form as those of the two-dimensional
problem there are two major differences. The first difference
is in the ultimate width of the jet boundary and the second
concerns the singularities which appear in the supersonic flow.
Consider the ultimate width of the jet boundary given by
\^~ ZLIrftu)J • In the two-dimensional case this leads to
(70), i.e.
PL) -fr /- • £*"=>/ <r>*\—LZJ /\, k -f • ( 7TJ
C {[ / v \ £ < 1 \ /' ' ^ /th (»*- i)
Prom (127) the corresponding solution in the axially symmetrical
case is found by evaluating the residue with the greatest
imaginary part, i.e.
.Ah ~ _L_ * > <k-
efrjk lUs-i) s /J'
Since A > & it follows that C ~~j^( for ' and
that the jet boundary, in the axially symmetrical case has a
mean displacement which is less than half of the corresponding
displacement in the two-dimensional case. When the outer
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stream Is infinitely wide the ultimate mean displacement is
£M
— which is exactly one half of the value obtained in the
two-dimensional case*
To examine the second difference consider the transform
in the supersonic region, i.e.
u '(if)IdMli 71
r 3-'»
and let I $1 be large. The Bessel functions are replaced by
their asymptotic forms and then expanded in powers of exponentials.
Prom the Appendix 4, 62* is oil*) for large IXI and
hence
0~ *i<)
fk?) - n' e''l /«sr (*t)
which shows that has a discontinuity across the
leading Mach cone t + y/h -1=0 which tends to infinity as
t
y-*^ as y tends to zero. The potential and the perturbation
velocities thus have an infinity at the point on the axis
corresponding to the vertex of the Mach cone. This type of
(30)
singularity is of the same character as that found by Ward
(32)
and Meyer and is essentially due to the assumption of a
linearised theory. Meyer calls this effect the radial focussing
effect of axially symmetrical flow because the disturbances which
originate inside the jet at the edges of the orifice increase in
magnitude on the downstream Mach cone through the disturbances
121
as the axis of the jet is approached. As Ward remarks such
singularities cannot be accepted but they do give an indication
of a possible normal disc shock-wave which can have no
representation in the linear theory.
Finally, it may be shown that the initial slope of the jet
boundary is the same as in the two-dimensional case. This is
in consequence of the growth of the function 6?t^) being
the same in both problems.
Conclusions
It has been shown possible to solve the problem of an
axially symmetrical supersonic jet embedded in an axially
symmetrical subsonic stream by applying the V.lener-Hopf technique.
Thesolutions are derived in an inflte series form. The formal
expressions for the perturbation pontentials are shown, in most
respects, to be identical in form with those obtained in the
two-dimensional problem of Chapter I. This is an immediate
consequence of the similarities between the trigonometric and
Betsel functions which appear in the respective problems. It
is shown that the jet boundary has a fluctuation about a mean
displacement and that the jet has an almost periodic structure.
It is further shown that the far downstream solution in the case
when the outer stream is of infinite width provides the solution
found by Pai. Although the forms of the solutions in the
axially symmetrical and the two-dimensional cases are similar
there are certain differences. One major difference is found
to be that the jet displacement in the problem with axial
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symmetry is less than or equal to one half of the displacement
in the two-dimensional problem; the equality holds true when
the outer stream is of infinite v/idth. Another major difference
arises in the presence of certain singularities in the supersonic
flow in the axially symmetrical case. It is shown that across
the leading Mach cone from the orifice edge there is a
^ I
discontinuity in the velocity of order ^ 1 giving an infinite
singularity at the vertex of the Mach cone. This singularity
is an example of the radial focussing effect and it seems
probable that it is the nearest representation to a shock wave
that the linearised theory can produce.
Despite the fact that the singularities arising cannot "be
accepted the linearised theory gives a solution \7hich provides
an indication, if not a first approximation, of the jet flow.
The correctnnss of the solutions presented Tinder this theory
can he estimated when a general solution to the non-linear
problem has been found.
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CHAPTER VI
The uniform axiallv symmetrical supersonic ,1et in an
axlall.v symmetrical supersonic stream
This problem with an infinite outer stream has been
(15)
discussed in some detail by Pack who employed Laplace transform
methods. In his discussion it was necessary to deal with
certain combinations of Bessel functions which led him to a
logarithmic branch point in the inverse integrals involved. If
the outer stream is restricted to a finite radius then it is
found that the effect of the reflections, at the outer walls, is
to introduce additional Bessel functions but that the combin¬
ations so formed have no branch points. The inverse integrals
may then be evaluated using only the residue theory. The
velocity potentials and the jet displacement can then be found
in exact forms. Although the solutions are complicated by the
presence of the reflected waves from the outer wall they can be
readily written down without approximation. The effect of the
reflections disappears as the outer walls recede towards
infinity and for large values of the outer stream radius the jet
behaviour will not be far different from that of a jet in an
infinite stream.
The problem may be formulated exactly as in the preceding
chapter and presented as a Wiener-Hopf type problem. On
satisfying all the boundary conditions the following results are
derived:
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where /(/J - ^Yo(<j^£)^ ^ (^A£)
3/(«c/ArtJ Jv T|(x.ySa.A)
and where J1-,(<*,£) Is a function which is of the form
c £" ?_ <V*o) - c1 £ <X *-")]
Since /-U/<*■,£) iB zero from the nature of the supersonic flow it
follows that the Wiener-Hopf type equation reduces to






The kernel Q(l) of (137) behaves in much the same way as the
corresponding function [cdttv- m of the two-dimensional
problem. It may be seen that Q(l) has no imaginary zeros and
it may readily be shown to have no complex zeros. It follows, by
the method of Appendix 3» that all its zeros are real and that the
left side of (136) is analytic in the upper half plane .
No product factorisation is necessary and, by using the equation










e'M '•IMI) ~ oil (nJ)
Iv £>,(*,*) u</*i) - ft(Vc,i) 3t(p)]QCS)
-£-tO "z £ ~ U~ O ^
where ®h) is given "by (137) and C is a straight line
drawn from to **-or-i^ and ^ is a small positive







The logarithmic terms appearing in the Bessel functions Y© and
Y1 of (137) cancel and, in consequence, the integrals (138),
(159) and (140) may be evshiated by residue theory. The poles
of the integrands are at 1 - o and £ ~ * <*n. where er>x are
the roots of Q.Ct) -O
The function %) and hence the perturbation potentials
0(x,y) in the various regions of the flow may easily be
obtained. The results correspond exactly, in form, with the
results in the corresponding two-dimensional problem. Consider
the solution of (140) in detail.
Closure of the contour by an infinite semicircle in the
upper half plane gives F(t) » 0 as it 3hould. Closure of
the contour in the lower half plane gives the result
*0
£(*) ^ 2 \ Csw( */ A £)= —: / \ —-—:
£/V* Z(mWf) / Q'(cr)
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after use is made of (44), and the fact that is an
even function.
The jet "boundary therefore expands (for e > o ) to a mean
width given "by "&[l ^ ^ and fluctuates ahout this
mean. For an infinite outer stream the displacement is given
of S _
hy H* I ~ m which is exactly one half the value found in
the corresponding two-dimensional case. This confirms the
findings of Pack. The behaviour of the jet boundary at the jet
orifice may be examined by taking the asymptotic form of FCl)
and transforming term by term. From (137) the asymptotic form
of QL$) is ocri-45 -f m ocri~ (i — and it is possible to
/v\
expand F LI) in a series of powers of e and « •
The fluctuations in the boundary correspond exactly to those of
the two-dimensional case. In particular
jz ( f) ' L I r J
'<( $*( Itm)
and so,
FU-i » ^ I1' liU) * — ]
i' Cltt*)
where /+//-) ~ I
( if- i~ >o
* o' , ,r- L' <0 ,






The initial gradient of the jet is then ^£777,^) 311(1 3e-fc
has a small initial increase. This result is the same as in
the two-dimensional case and is in agreement with the result
obtained "by Pack.
The discontinuities in the flow other than those in the
(30)
boundary may be examined by the methods employed by Ward •
In the transforms for ^ of (138) and (139) the Bessel
functions are replaced by their asymptotic forms and only first
terms retained, then
i( I- 9/A)£
city Si »t. 1^%/L ^ j e
/V
and
o < ^ ^ £- of
(fc, - ^jj" e
H " "-fcsfC/tn*) C'ti)
-£-f O < g H~ o.
These results show that, in both the jet and the stream, the
perturbation velocities in the radial directions contain a term
in > and there is a discontinuity in velocity across the
line ~ ^ ° ln "k*16 de-t 3X1(1 across the line
in the strean. These lines correspond to the
leading characteristics from the jet orifice in the axially
symmetrical flow. In particular there is an infinity on the
jet axis where the Mach cone from the orifice edge has its
vertex. This indicates the presence of focussing effects such
128.
as the start of a shock wave or expansion wave.
Conclusion
The problem of an axially symmetrical supersonic Jet
embedded in an axially symmetrical supersonic stream of finite
width has been solved by using Fourier transform theory.
Although presented here as an example of the Wiener-Hopf technique
there is strictly no necessity to introduce this technique. The
inverse transform integrals are readily evaluated using only the
residue theory. This is a consequence of the introduction of
the outer walls. For an infinite outer stream Pack has shown
that the integrals contain a logarithmic branch point. It is
shown that the form of the solution in the axially symmetrical
case is the same as in the two-dimensional case. There are,
however, fundamental differences in the flows. In the problem
with axial symmetry the jet boundary converges rapidly to an
asymptotic radius of f / -f \ times the nossle radius.Zi i~X-t () ,
In the case of an infinite outer stream the value agrees with
that found by Pack: the mean displacement being exactly one
half of the value found in the corresponding two-dimensional
case.
It is possible to expand the various inverse transforms in
a series of powers of exponential functions, transform term by
term, and derive the pattern of the characteristics. Although
this pattern appears to agree with that of the two-dimensional
case it is doubtful if the results are even approximately true.
As Meyer has remarked the linear theory cannot permit
129
conclusions to "be drawn regarding the flow pattern, in axially
symmetrical problems, in the neighbourhood and downstream of the
reflected Mach lines* In the present problem, it is shoiwi that
there are discontinuities in the radial perturbation velocities
across the leading Mach cones from the orifice edge which behave
i
like z • Inside the jet, the discontinuity is infinite
at the vertex of the Mach cone on the jet axis, an example of
the focussing effect of axial flow. Such effects are not found
in the two-dimensional case where a Mach line belongs either to
a region of uniform flow or to a simple wave.
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CHAPTER VII
The uniform axiallv symmetrical subsonic .lot in a
uniform axlall.v symmetrical supersonic stream
This problem will not "be discussed in any detail since it
is "basically similar to the problem of Chapter V. It is
sufficient to note that in this case the equations (125) to
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Qi$) — ~ W**) ~-n(£>y -^Z3*) m JUt)
(",(£,*) T,(^) Y,C^) r,(j) ,
The first quotient in m) has the behaviour of a cotangent
(for real \ ) and is asymptotic to cdi 1c $ 9 the second
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quotient has an infinity at j" - O and steadily decreases to
the asymptotic value of unity. It has the "behaviour (for real
) of } . The roots 1 = * <^rv and t all
lie on the real and imaginary axes and are such that for large n,
■fc -v rtTT t <f> ,
7*« ^ nli -+ 9 + j
The solution to the problem may be obtained in the usual way
after factorisation of . It may be observed that the
solution for the case > I will be very similar to the
solution of the problem of Chapter V for the case < i .
This similarity between the two problems has already been
noticed in the corresponding two-dimensional problems of Chapters




which shows that in the over-pressure case there is a slight
diminution in the o'et width when i*X>' .
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CHATTER VIII
The uniform subsonic axi.all?/ sviaaetrical .ict In a
. . ; \ f ~\t ) « « . \ • "'.'i J, s» ■. . • « . . •> - - <. . . ..
uniform, p-'iusonlg aaftally G-rmnetrical s^reaia
The formulation of this problem is as given in Chapter V.
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Qli) = Qt'rt _ I,(tWKolfiS) + K,(i,i) m JJj) (lug)
Q-ii) )«,(/n) - «-(<,!) + r.a) ,
It may be shown by an argument similar to that given in Appendix 3
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that has no complex zeros. An examination of
with | real, shows that hoth quotients are positive. The
zeros of <3(1) are thus all imaginary and given "by 1 = t^Tn.
where T,x are the zeros of the function (137) which "behaves
like ~hm oSl-ft-lt.) for large 111 . The poles of











C/ ^l'VaV) e ^ a" (/ * **/*.,*) e
( / Y ^/Tlx)
^ / Ox
where and K«,<v are the non-vanishing zeros of ^Vz)
and nlfi) ^iCp'z) respectively, "both arranged
in ascending order of magnitude. The functions must "be chosen
so that and Q-Lt) are of algebraical growth order as
/ \j —*> <*> , From a consideration of the Gamma functions which
replace the product functions of Qtil) for large il( } it
may be shown that Xfe) is linear in $ and that K{0) = 0.
This makes Q_(G) » 1*
It may be argued on physical grounds that the integral
function £(£)
^ which appears on application of the Wiener-Hopf
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technique,is zero, and the calculations leading to the
perturbation potentials and the jet displacement follow the usual
procedure. Thus
(f>(x,$) __ V Cx ~ ^ /a' ^
+ r"Z. V" I|( r,-v) Q'C-hn) '
in the region x >o ^ o £ g < <~0 *
i, . 00 ~ / • /.t ,7 / ..
^ ~ 4 jV
in the region x < O ; o S ^y < A~0-
4U,t) _ [ *- if,<Qj(o)







[ u/t.r-^dpr-) - f-0 YilfiK)] «'(-»>,)
in the region x > c?
^ -£tO<^ s H -O ; and
<#»■>)
_ <T F, /«.,»;<) f,yi)
"A h «...I '
in the region x < £); -£ r C> < s H- 0 -
where, in (152),
/to) IM) K'ifii) +K>(td)idps)
j-^ZtU,S) Hjfr) - T,^ )~
135.
It may be remarked that the expression (153) may be considerably
reduced by the introduction of the cylinder functions adopted
(31)
by Jaeger and defined by
For the present purpose it seems sufficient to observe that the
results (149) to (152) closely resemble the results obtained
for the corresponding two-dimensional problem. The disturbances
due to the interaction of the jet and stream are transmitted
upstream as well as down, a result as anticipated by the nature
of the subsonic flow. In particular there are no periodic, or
almost periodic, terms in the x variable present in the solution
and the disturbances all decay, upstream and downstream,
exponentially with the distance from the jet exit.
The disturbances in the jet boundary are examined by
evaluating the function F(t) of (147). Now
D(xj) - 1°^) ~ -'-(3)
and
C(*,j) - Yo(^) to(*)
with
and is given above. It follows that








h (- L~) 'i T \ r ^ [ Q- (~i r,x)l
Z C hm\) £ Q' C-ir^)J
which leads to
oi \ ~ _ / x7tlx)
__ > Te L Q ~ ^ Tr.)}t-
e/V* 2C/W) zL £aVM^>J
for * >0 • From the location of the poles it is seen that
f(x) as 0 for <=* < O .
As in the two-dimensional case the result (134) shows that the
jet quickly converges to complete uniformity. The ultimate
width in the axially symmetrical problem is given by
fib) X
z( Urn's)
where \ - f>(£- /) .
The corresponding result in the two-dtaensional problem is
IU)
^ _ *
s /h (l + (11c)
where - i)
As the outer walls recede and the stream radius becomes
infinite the displacement tends to • which is exactlyA, m
one half of the value given in the two-dimensional case. In
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the overpressure case, ( £ >o ) the jet boundary steadily
diminishes to its ultimate width.
Conclusion
The solution of a uniform axially symmetrical subsonic jet
embedded in an axially symmetrical subsonic stream has been
found in a closed form by an application of the Wiener-Hopf
technique. The combinations of Bessel functions which appear
in the problem are capable of infinite product factorisation in
the same way as in the two-dimensional problem. It is shown
that the character of the solutions, in the corresponding
problems, is similar and that the perturbation terms decay
exponentially with the distance from the jet exit. The ultimate
width of the jet boundary differs from the value in the two-
dimensional problem; in particular, when the outer stream is
of infinite radius the displacement is exactly one half of the




It is required to show that the roots of
tan 2 - m tanh sz a 0 where m and k are positive, lie only
on the axes. When s » x + iy the equation z » m tanh ka
may "be written
2* -r % Sft 2-y nx S<* Ifcx t- V 2ic^,
Ct>r> 2* -* 2.^, C<^-a-A 2(tv -f 2 <cj^
It follows that the two equations
5<>- 2>c
^ Sti<£ 2/c<
c^s- 2K + C*yA. 2u. Collie* ■(■ (>2^
and
ft" Z V _ rtv ^ 2^
C<k>2x -*0+42. Cvo2- 2k>< -f
are true simultaneously.
•The conclusion is that if there are roots for which neither x
nor y is sero, then for some *
S iZltt Si*l<cy — Si*< 2J So.<2.^x
Whatever the values of x,y ; positive or negative, attention
may "be restricted to the first quadrant only.
How S(,:® and for all & and $ and so
the left side of 1.1 is less than 4kxy whilst the right side
is greater than 4kxy. Hence 1.1 cannot "be true except for
x = 0 or y = 0 .
1SS
The roots of tasus - m tanh kz
along the two axes of the s-plane.
by graphical or numerical methods.
a 0 therefore lie only
The roots may "be evaluated
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Arroendlx 2
To determine the integral function E(<<) of equations
(37) and (38) it is necessary to investigate the order of growth
at infinity (in the appropriate half plane) of the various
functions which appear in the two sides of (36). From (36),
with K_(0) a 1 ,
^ (eL, *) K-f(+ ) £ A .
k + pr«r = tM ;
_ t U-u) - Ij + K-h) _ E(-■) ; J»< < f.
An application of the transformations (43) leads to
Vhl, 1 r' = e'Lt) > 3*1 >o, (z-1)
_ r SJl) - ' J + fi.ejQJi)=, E'O) , (2.2)
where £'(1) ~ C and G is a constant independent of <=<,
The functions 6MS) and Q-L5) are given, in Infinite
product form, "by (51) and (52) for n/c > I | by (54) and (55)
for < ( and by (57) and (58) for m /<= - I . To investigate
the growth of <3-<■(*) it is necessary to examine the growth
order of the product function
iWnU , x
Hi) -I! (I~*v<s) fz,3)
1,1 (1 ( I -
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as /-p <*> » in the region ^1 >0.
It has "been noted that for large n
<5"\. /v i% II -+• to. n.-( m
/c ~ TV iT f ' C m) (
Write
cr;^ ^ rvTT -f 0 -TiCtv-tp)
and -fcT^ ~ n>\ t <p = 77 (n + 5.) ,
where p and q are each less than l/2 and p + q. = 1/2#
(19 Pg.128)
Folio?/ Hoble and consider the asjnaptotic
behaviour of the following expression:
(i*)




when 2^ - n-t -t t oi'/n) for large values of n#
Compare the "behaviour of H(s) as with that of
°°
2






p( I t t + Z. )
where ^ is the Euler-I.lasciieroni constant and
(SI)











( ia+Nz ( [ 1
2n - n. - t
Z ■+ a -t t
(z-9)
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With the use of 2.6 it may readily he shown that
Zn - n - tr
2 t -t n- /l "i-
where C is a constant independent of z , for all z such
that • The function L(z) is therefore uniformly
convergent and
act _
2,-v — ii ~ i-^2) = ff L,
1 z -co
I t
Z <i + "t"
= /
Thus, from 2.8, for large z
H iz) ~ J (*)
Return to 2.3 and write it in the form
4r) =
. a,ic5/iT
- / , +**/* ) ~ ("° ,TfO
rr t,- 1
' I A /
■Cfcj/rr
€ rv










From (2.4)j (2.9) and (2.7) it follows that, for large z in








The Stirling expansion formulae for the Gamma function, namely
n^*)~ e-'f I ^-ilj ■)
and r(/tz+«) ^ ^ e (1 I
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are applied to (2.10) to give the asymptotic form
m) vkl/n J \"V/r;
- o
^ i7) -°0 0-
By a similar argument it may "be shown that the product function
which appears in the function Q~(S) has the order 0(1%)
for large It] in the lower half plane.
The functions &r/l) and <3-0") are thus of algebraical
growth at infinity and are such that
QT(j) ~ o(&) ; Q-ts)~o(si) when i^lc ^ (
Q.(S) ~ oCt^l •. whM
I
\JSS » ! "S / _ - v » . i ^ J
and ' ' ' when
In all cases it may be observed that Q(l) = Qr(5)/Q-l$) ~®0)
within the strip.
Finally, the growth order of the functions (.$,£■) and
must be examined. Since V (t,h) is assumed to be
+
integrable in 0 < ^ ~ L, (where ^ > o ) and V (t,h)
, _ ^ asapproaches zero as C~O , then V* [(>-, £) =■ °CC~r)i Lr>02
1r-r O • Thus VT(l,£) ~ O Ct J as Itl
>0 . Also approaches zero as /II -*>■*> ,
C c', in consequence of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma.
Consider first the cases kIc • in (2.1) the first term
on the left side, V+ , is 0 £ 2 ' J and
the second term is O(r') . Thus is zero for
144.
large / ll , >0 • In (2.2) the first terra on the
left side, CQ-(i) , is ^ C1 J and the second
terra is °Ovj • Recall that 1ci , thus £'0") is, at
most, a constant for large 1$) , . Hence £ '($)
is zero for large ' £( in the whole j" -plane, and by
Liouville's theorem it is zero everywhere.
Consider the case r*lc < I , In (2.1) the first tern on the
left side is and the second terra is 0L£ '] ,
thus £'(f) is zero for . In (2.2),
the first terra is 0[$ x] and the second is of]"
and £'(■!) is zero for 111 *° , <C • Thus,
by Liouville's theorem £'($) is zero everywhere.
Thus for all <• /3Y]") , and hence £(<■) , is zero.
It may be noted that V* Ll.Z.) is 0[_\ *^] if and
is i£ K'c ^ ^ .
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Appendix 5
It is required to show that the function K(<-) , or its
equivalent Q(i) , of Chapter V has no complex roots. Now,




where ■{c, ~ f1 */"& ; ft and m are all positive.
(26 Pg.324} 28)
Follow the method adopted "by Jaeger <
Suppose that t - * is a aero of Q(-t) and write
U, = 3,( **/<) , (-of o
and
U.%
T,IMK IpW - KMWalt)
t i(foX)n.(px) - r.fyajr)
fa








1 )u, ■-», H
respectively.
The "boundary conditions on U, and U,
«, -o 3
= o ,
C<i ~ uL * »v if
= <
/






2 3,7?) -r 3,^J - 2 J«Jz) }
2 I,' (*) + ijz) = 2 JoU) t
pnd 2/r,7z) t Mz] *-zkoU)
may now "be used to show that
and
3
M ^ U —1 —- f- w2 =:
*7
", = £a- J7 t?"J
<
~ MM*) 7
< [ l( (hX) K<tp*\ - 1,(i^) '
ThUB
Pi**)] ~ -/s«-Vi) SO/<!$
= o (.?■*/
since 1 ~ ^ is a zero of &£j).
Let there now be two different roots i = * and t = S
and suppose that U1 » U2 are functions, defined above, for
$= & and that V1 , V3 are the corresponding functions when
% . Then V, and Va will satisfy (3.1), (3.2), (3.3)
and (3.4) on replacing "by V1,Va and ^ by S •
From (3.1), and the corresponding equation in V1 and i , the
following result is obtained
U - r)
■C
U«V( ^ '*[ v> Ip%] "'/j?JJ'* *° (1'f)
J o
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Likewise, from (3.2) and the corresponding equation in Va and





The second integrals in (3.5) and (3.6) nay be integrated by




= Z1 /vv. u,(i f) - V.ft
£
£
Prom (3.3), the right side of (3.7) may be written
From (3.4), and the associated equation in V1 and V2, this
may be further reduced to
[u,(- vi-/W() — V. Z-
This last expression is zero from (3.3) and its associated







h [ ■iu'v'dZ ^ P •a a uWi *x\
-= o o
It <3(l) has complex roots then they occur in complex conjugate
pairs, i.e. 1 ^ ~ . Suppose that ^ and £ are such
a pair then U1fVf and U2,Va are complex conjugate quantities
and the products U,and UaVa are both positive. Since p>
and m are also positive quantities it follows that the square
■bracket £ 1 in (3.8) is positive. Thus
^ 2-i<r r ~ O ,
There are therefore no complex roots; either 7-^0 and the
roots are real or <*" - 0 and the roots are imaginary.
The roots may be found graphically or numerically and it
is seen that (with the possible exception of the root t ~ & )




To determine the integral function *-'*•' which appears in
the liener-Hopf equation of Chapter V it is necessary to
investigate the order of growth at infinity of the functions
which appear in equation (36) with the K/V) determined as in
Chapter V.
The proof follows the method adopted in Appendix 2.
Consider* the case >1 , Frasm (132), it is required to find
the growth order of the product function
z/i) - jj ( I ~ e ' ^ (i - >w)'/ CI - "Vs.) /'"M (I - iVjVj filj
in which
■fcYn. 'V ia M -t - II
^ ja 77 r -fa*-' m = 77 / n + p •* '/^ )
~ jr(n + i/<t)
K,,n ™ nn/Jz
In Appendix 2» it is shown that







where - n -t-t + °C'I*) for large n.
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Write (4.1) in the form
If (4.3) "be applied to each of the product functions in l~(t)
then# for large IX\ in 1 > c>)
Lit) '"YK- i)
r('1 l '%)j{ T i " l)/[r(hj.+{< !)
The Stirling expansion formulae (2.11) gives the asymptotic
form of
Ut)BP W= 0<" r*' ■
Thus for /tA >' # <3*^) ^ when i XI ,
>0 • Likewise it may be shown that ^O(^)
when IXI -* *o # • It is seen that
in the strip. The argument Is now Identical with that of
Appendix 2. It may therefore be concluded that the integral
function 6/*] is zero.
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